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Sometime.
E

progress and a real increase of spiritual

vigor.

when

‘

all life’s

lessons

have been

learned,
And suns and stars forevermore have set,
The things which our weak judgments here have
spurned,

The things o'er which we grieved with lashes
wet,
Will flash before us, amid life's dark night,
As stars shine most in deeper tints of blue;

And we shall see how all God’s plaé were right,
And what most seemed reproof was love most
true,
And we shall see how, while we frown and sigh,
God's plans go on as best for you and me—
- How, when we called, he heeded not our cry,
Because his wisdom to the end could see;
- And e’en as prudent parents disallow
Too much af sweet to craving babyhood,
So (0d, perhaps, is keeping from us now
Lite’s sweetest things because it seemeth good.

tional

you shall shortly know that lengthened
breath
Is not the sweetest gift God sends his friend,
And that sometimes the sable pall of death
Coneegls
the fairest boon his love cin send;

1 we cold push ajar the gates of Tife,
sce,

We could interpret all this doutt and strife,
And for each mystery find there a key,
But not tosday.

Then be content, poor heart!

God's plans, like lilies, pure and white,unfoid;
We must not tear the close-shut leaves apart,—

Time will revéal the calixes of God;
And if, through patient toil, we reach the land

Where

tired

feet, with

sandals

rest,
,
Where we shull cle rly know

I think that we

shall

and

loosed,

muy

understand,

say, * God

knew

the

best.”

— Selected.
ita er aii
English Correspondence.
——
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CuiLweLL COLLEGE, Exa.,
July 2, 1875.
THE

GENERAL

BAPTIST

RE-UNION.

The great annual re-union of General
Baptists took place last week at Wisbech.
Never before had so large an assemblage of
General Baplists met
in the Eastern

Counties. The fine weather, the admirable
arrangements of the Rev. W. E. Winks and
friends, the anticipated presence of Dr. and
Mrs. Buckley from Orissa afer twenty
years uninterrupted labor in the mission
field, the unexpected
Signor

Geassi and

but welcome
(he

Rev.

from Rome, all contributed

visit of

James

10 ‘make

Wall

this

‘annual asssocia‘ion-ene of the most interest-

ing and successful ever held. Wisbech is
about five and twenty miles, as the crow
flies, from old Boston, and still continues to

be a sea-port town though its tidal river is
narrow and its distance from the sea about

ten miles,

It is famous in General

‘Baptist

history as the location. of its college sixty
years ago, and as the seat of an ancient
General Baptist church whose recorded
existence dates as far back as the year 1655.
The venerable Joseph Jarrom was pastor of
this church and tutor of the college from the

beginning till towards the middle of the
present century, and his memory is yet
fondly cherished by the religious communitiesof the town.
The

Rev.

J. Alcorn,

of Loughborough,

was President of the association, and Mr.
Joseph Jarrom, of Leicester (son of the
late Rev. J. Jarrom), Vice-President. The

+ Rev. C. Clarke, classical tutor of Chilwell
College, was Sccretary. The President's
opening address was an able and spirited
exposition and vindication of the distinctive
principles of the New Connexion of Genera)
Baptists. Coming as he did into the midst
of General Baptists in his riper years, the
address of Mr. Alcorn was remarkable for
the knowledge it displayed of denominational doctrine and history, and fully merited,
the hearty applause with which it was received.
The sermons were als
hy brethren who have entered

Connexion of General Baptists

preached
the New

from

other

churches.
The Rev. Giles Hester, of Shef-.
field, who preached the first sermon, is by

birth and training a Particular Baptist, and
still an enthusiastic admirer of John Calvin.
The Rev. E. H. Jackson, ot Ripley, who
preached the second sermon, was formerly
a Pedo-baptist.

Like

the

President,

each

preacher has a strongly-marked

individual-

ity ; and as in the address

the

from

chair,

so in the sermons this individuality appear-

ed.

Mr. Alcorn

is a theologian, sound,

vigorous, combative ; Mr. Hester is what
the Germans might call a historico-exegetical
soteriologist. He delights to show the place
of the gospel in the development of human
thought and history and in the revelation of

God's; will by his word.

The number of additions during the

responsibilities,

foreign operations,

And

And stund within, and all God’s working
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The absence of the Rev. J. Clifford, of to: give | thom honsh; little and often Jeet :—** Hundreds are drawn
to these small
London. could not pass unnoticed. Only and hot, ag Jobn Allg; used to: feed the institutions by the personal efforts
of {heir

Tuesday evening, to take measures Towards

powerful, influence

—.

Dr. Johnson once remarked that he né

fet

Tons

nia

od

lp {ios

while in the

smal! colleges turn-|
out ative saa Tl earnest students. Suc- from last iy rim 66 ; receipts, 4,784,cess, then, to the ‘fresh water colleges, 44; orders paid, $4,284.41; cash balance,
even with their long string of honorary de- ‘on hand, $2,862.69. In regard to license
;
grees!"
and prohibition,it was claimed that the rule
on the subjeet was unchangeable; enforce
The wrath of God, its methods and its prohibition, and good order, morality and
ends, is treated editorially in the Christian the safety of the community follow : allow
Unton.
The
prevailing
teaching
is that, license, and disorder, licentiousness, crime
“after all and Tata, acrid ur-sad g = ind and danger to the public follow.
sovereign of the universe is Love.” It beIRISH FANATICS.
lieves that *‘ the very lightning of Divine |
It
is
singular’
vith what tenacity toe Irish
wrath smites that it may save.”
It adds
cling
to
their
traditionary
feuds, and with
that ‘“ that man who hardens himself in
what
stubborn
obstinacy
the
childrén. fol
wrong-doing is drawing down penalty
whose very beneficence will work by pierc- here to the hatreds of their parents; e
beautiful than that of ‘any other country. ing him with sorrows. . . . God has set the cially, after becoming citizens of the Uni
Tt has delicacy of coloring and feature, and whole order of creation to bring men to States. Tmmigrants from other‘ countries

took up a newspaper, but he found i
year had been 1,400, and the total number
, _~ every household, as a good pastor visitsome information he would not willin
of members was estimated at' 22,682 as
ing each family once a week, Jefferson
have missed. A good newspaper not only
against 22,070 last year. The eollege redid not rely on speech making, but on conreflects the outer life of the world as ima
versation with public men to carry his
ports were generally of a favorable characmicror, but the inner life also.
So trueis
And it is
ter. The full number of students was at it that the thoughts of mankind, in thése points in governmental affairs.
certain that editorial talks,if we take enough
present in the institution ; the examination
days, find expression in the daily and weekshowed that the studies of the session had ly press, that the newspaper would be a of them, and if they are good enough, will
been diligently prosecuted, and the balance- suitable document to handle in the day/of bo mare nseful to the cause of Christ than
some very able sermons,
sheet of the treasurer presented a better.
judgment, when all thoughts are to be fefinancial condition of things than was anvealed. This is like a net which gathers
ticipated. The Building Fund and the
both the bad and the good. And it is im- French and American Women.
‘|
various sectional Home Missionary societies
2
—
]
if,
possible to overestimate the power for go
reported a fair measure of useful work
Albert
Rhodes
in
his
book
‘‘
The
French
of one who sits in the editorial chair, judgdone. The Foreign Mission had a considerat Home," says: | ing so wisely that the influence going fo
able balance in hand, and undertook addi- from the printing house is beneficent as the
The face of thé American woman is more

.

———

Sometime,

CHICAGO,

establishing a weekly journal in that city
just recovering from a severe illness, it | wi lambs: (0 ood
particular friends who would not otherwise be managed exclusively
by colored
and sighed, and. he gave us a beautiful not thought advisable that he should}
Daniel Webster otiee aid that we ‘owe attend.
The ‘Fresh water’ college 1s Frederick Douglass, P
apology and justification of the anthropomor- the fresh, invigorat
ing wen-side air for
fworeml our information to = conversation brought near the homes aid sensibilities of and Wilson were present and
phic or rather anthropopathic element of excitement of close and” crowded ron
thaa to books. Perbaps the newspaper is as the people who might not think of under- enterprise. Various sums of money were
Scripture and an eloquent exposition of the A telegram was sent to him expressive of good as the tongue. It is, however, a mat- taking
the expensive work of sending their subscribed for the purpose.
yearning love for man of the great Father joy in his recovery and conveyin a lovihg
g
terto be contended against, all the bad sons to New Haven or Cambridge. Beif
Heaven, It was a sermon originating greeting from the assembled brethren, staff that is = printed, like tongues under
SONS oF TEMPERANCE.
sides, in these small colleges the faculty has
not in the dry light of the intellect, but in which Mr, Clifford suitably acknowledged.
bad control, or moved by vicious minds, an amazing personal power over the limThe thirty-first priphsession of tthe Sous
the wmmly-colored feelings of the heart,
Said a Bible agent, the other day,—‘‘ Many ited number of students Within their balls, | of Tounperues was |
!
TroMAs GoAD
Potidenee, X.
and it was most appreciated by.those who,
are caught in the condition of Zaccheus, and both moral and intellectual. . They can bet- L, last week
ag
charmed by its beauty, were least disposed
{can not get ,at Jesus, on account of the
to criticize it.
Editorial Work.
| rises - Newspaper reading keeps men’ ter personally inspire them to liberal scholarship and noble lives, and exercise a wholeBY REV. E. P. TENNEY,
The reports of the churches indicated
Hbadilinarlt is on this ac- some, divs ho but.

BY THE

RB

AND

His sermon was

upon the coming of Christin the fullness of

‘time, and the redemptive power of his death.
It was ‘a wise and ‘* thoughtful discourse,
fulll of suggestiveness, of fervor, of racy
quaintness and originality. His sketch of

the great bistovic periods prior to the fullness
of time was magnificently done.. Mr. Juck-

both

in

home

and

silent light of the morning.

Evil is likely to haste to hide itself, and
who become Americanized, at least do not
The welcome to Dr. Buckley and to Canon all fair graces rejoice, under the illuminat- finesse and intellectuality in expression; goodriess; and he who plunges into de-|
pay that marked after tion to the observance
bauchery,
into
cruelty,
nay,
into
smooth
Grassi and Mr. Wall was a most interesiing ‘ing power of a strong, intelligent, sanctified but the body supporting the head, regard-_
of
the pondays of thotet peculiar national lities.
or indolence. even, is setting.
part of the proceedings. Few modern mis- newspaper press. The weight and force of ed (rom an artistic and hygienic ‘point of selfishness,
But the Trish are not wanting in this rehimself
against
the
forces
of
the
universe.
For breathing and’ di-,
sionaries in India bave labored longer and good work: in the editorial office is, in some view, is inferior.
e anniversary of the battle of
Nor Jet any, man deceive himself with the spect.
more efficiently thin Dr. Buckley.
His respects, greater: than’ that of the same gésting! thé ‘ipper part is lackifie Ta depth
the
Boye
i
isan occasion ‘when the Irish
work of revision and publication of the amount of talent used” vita voce. - Take Ina word, the American is ‘more fragile] ‘the ught that because the general spirit. of Cathiolies delight in venting their spite on
is
life
is
right
his
minoc
shortcomings
will
entire Bible in the Oriya tongue, his super- the career of tho late editor. of this pape)
she is hardly’ a Diana, and “the French is: | hi
the Oran Shon, On Monday, a small parintendence of the training of native preach- and it. is ‘at once concliided that his dt 'sontiething’ more, although not the Hebe of bear no bitter fruit. No man sins and does.
ty of th is relufning from a picnic
not suffer for it.’ Toward our infir mity God |
Rubens.
ei
py
ers; management of schools and orphanages, work was his best. The sug@estions ofhi
near Lawrénce,Mass., where they had been
has
infinite
tenderness,
but
he
never
lets
us
his' general conduct of the affairs of the well-balanced mind liad far more of
The: Frénch woman's face! is uf a
the
quietly cdlebratin g the above mentioned anmission render him worthy of highest weight, which is usually attached to pu
“Tas that of any dthiery in 'Eirop ey a
fades do wrong and escape the evil consequence. ‘Hiversary, were assaulted by {he , throwesteem and call forth devout gratitude to ‘opinion, when he was an editor than whip. more slowly. TAL forty she
‘glides foto ‘an That is his kindness toward us: that by his ing of stones and bricks by the Irish, They
God who has so well qualified him for his he was a preacher.
embonpohit wit ah tinwiitikled fice'and a chastisement he forever seeks to ‘tiirn us soon found “shelter in the police’ station,
duties, and so long epared him, and so
Lat He" ige ‘when the back info the way that leads to blessed- whence they were escorted to their. hones
Appeals to the conscience and to the at
abundantly applied ‘him in His work and vine authority are not the less effective be"
’
comes heavynecked and ness.”
1 by the mayor and police, amidst it misservice. Both at the Mission Committee cause printed. The eye aud voice and per- {fowsy, and the American pale and wrinkgiles which continued to. be buried ‘at
An article used ag editorial in the Y ideand in the public meeting the reception sonal presence of the preacher bave no 'in- Jedd. The climate has something to do with
them.
Quite 4’ pumber' were’ injuréd,
given to Dr. Buckley was an ovation. . The fluence in the editorial work; but there is, this, -but doubtless ‘Her nourishing food, pendent, and treating of life in the prayer- though no 108s of life 18 réported. The day
meeting,
closes
with
the
excellent
remark
honored servant of God spoke bravely of upon the other band, a vast influence con- generous wine, and out-of-door air, ‘much
passed off quietly elsewhere.
his love and labors for the mission and of nected with the impersenality and the more.
Her mode of living contributes that*‘ a perfect prayer meeting is made up
PHE PUBLISHERS’ MEETING.
his determination, should God spate him, to searching vision and the fitting words of an thereto—the exercise and development of of Christians in earnest to be made perfect.
return to Orissa and end his days upon the uvknown writer.
each fuoction in a more natural and sen- If they really want to imitate the character
At the convention held by the American
mmssion-feld.
suous manner than with us,
There are of the sinless Christ, if they try hard every
The best newspaper writing carries th
Book
Trade Association, at Niagara Falls,
4 ascetic ideas in America which havea ten- day to do it, there will be no trouble about "ist' week, resolutions weve adopted to the
Canon Grassi made three speeches in common mind, because it is the ees
there
being
a
good
prayer-meeting
when
No persons in the dency to retard the physical development of
Italian, only one of which was interpreted of the common mind.
effect that the association pledges itself to
a chance to know what woman; for mind molds matter. The ex- they get together.”
as be guve it. He was deeply touched by world have so g
| maintain, and urges upon the entire trade
the welcome given to him. He thanked bis the world thinkS™ as editors, who make it tremes of American life are unfavorable to
the absolute necessity of maintaining, pubEnglish friends in mellifluous words and their special business {o .find out public a healthy growth, in its fastness as'well ‘as|- Perhaps animated by the remark of John lishers’ advertised retail prices in all sales
with most graceful action. Hetold again the opinion, and to give shape to it by express- its asceticism, where the flesh is corrupted Randolph concerning Andrew Jackson's or- to buyers outside the trade, excepting that
story of his conversion, his separation from ing ‘it in a form modified by their person: by dissipation or mortified by certain, re- thography, that ‘“ any man must be a fool a reduction not exceeding ten per cent. in
the Roman church, his conflicts with the al judgment. Readers are apt to think that ligious teachings. Aside from these causes who couldn’t spell a word more than one medical books, and twenty per cent. in all
is a prevalent notion that it is* beneath the way," the *¢ Rapid-writer Association ” has other books, including educational, be alVatican, his determination to live and toil the say-so of a well-informed, sharp-minded
editor'is
really
the
expression
of
untold
thoudignity
of man and woman to occupy them- been formed, whose aims and methods may lowed to the following classes only: ** Pubin Rome, and near the spot where he was
sands
of
men.
And
so
it
is,
The
personselves with what they shall eat ‘and what be itiferred from the following extract from lic libraries, including circulating and Sunborn, baptized, made a Romish priest; bad
theji “official circular;—* The revision of
ality
of
an
editor
is
‘unconsciously
wrought
they shall drink.
v
conducted Romish services, and where also
day ‘schools, clergymen and professional
The American has more intellect ‘than the English Otthografly advocated in this teachers ; professional books to professional
he was converted to the old gospel faith, apon and modified by public opinion, and
little paper, is a work of more than nationand bad joined the old Apostolic church, the what hie may say is really the voice of a her French sister, but the / latter has ‘softal importance ; yet it is manifestly the pe- buyers, large buyers, said purchasers buygreat
multitude.
ness
where
she
has
pertness.
There
is
church of the Catacombs, the chaveh of the
ing wholly for their own use, and in the
It is commonly said that Lutter and all nérvous excitability and clevernessin one, culiar privilege of America to effect it. We case of the exceptions made by the publishNew Testament. He should never be weary
hav, the ability, the skill, and the opportuof preaching Christ to his own countrymen,| the great leaders ‘of the world have owed mellowness and equality of character in the
nity to accomplish a work that will bless ers’ board of trade.”
their
leadership
to
their
power
in
giving
other.
The
forced,
brilliant
vitility
of
and he had large hope that
a great comTHE COLLEGE REGATTA.
unnumberd
millions of our people. The
pany of priests and people would" soon be expression to the wants of the commonali- woman in America is subject to fits of reactime
for
action
has
com.
Skolars
hav
ty.
When
half
of
Europe
felt
the
need
ofa
The college regatta at Saratoga has been
tion, for nature has its limit. In the French
obedient to the faith. The Rev, James
paved the way for such a revision, by mi- the chief event of the week. It drew a
Wall gave encouraging accounts of the reformation, and were ready to follow’ any woman the mind is more even and: checrnute and careful reserches..
The history very large concourse of people,among whom
progress of light and truth in Italy, and de- strong leader, Luther came readily to be ful, and in the absence of exhaustive and
and
filosofy
of
the
language
ar
well
under- were many distinguished names. On Tuesthe
foremost
man
in
Europe.”
Thé
great
irregular demands made upon it the unilighted everybody by his genial and manly
stood. We ar just entering upon a new na- day the freshman race occurred, Cornell
poet
or
erator
or
writer
is
he
whosays
what
form
health
is
better.
frankness. He added a few details respectIn qualities of a purely mental character, tional era. Let us signalize this era by winning in 17m. 82 1-4s. The time was the _
ing Signior Grassi’s conversion, and said all men are thinking about, but which few
The
the
equal of the American woman can not emancipating from the useless drudgery to best ever made by a freshman crew.
that when at last the separation was irre- can express so well as he. - The good edwhich they ar bound our sors and davters, university race was rowed Wednesday noon,
perhaps
be
found
in
the
world;
"but
with
itor
is
he
who
leads
public
opinion,
and:
vocably made Grassi threw up bis cap in the
and the sons and dauters of the immigrants | and was won by the Cornell crew in 16m.
air in youthful exultation and shouted, such a man is easily credited with having | all her knowledge and intellectual activity,
that flock to our shores. Do you usk what 53 1-4:. The race was an excitibg one,
she
lacks
that
which
made
the
Greeks
what
*« Farewell for ever to the rags of Rome!” the wisdom of many men.
they have been and the French what they shall we do? There ar, doutless, many very few persons apparently believing the
That
man
who
habitually
prayed
for
himMr. Thomas Cook, the famous guide of
cultivation.
Entwined
in ways in which you can aid. the work. Ithaca boys capable of making such an ef
self and his wife, his son John and his wife, are—organic
tourists, was present with Mr. Wall and
¢ ns four and no more,” would have been these words are taste and art. A riper eiv- Speak of the matter to your frends; and, if fort as they did toward the finish. ColumSignior Grassi, and sought to interest the
singularly out of place in an editorial sanc- ilization, though not a purer, shall iavest possible, practis the better mode of spelling. bia and Harvard struggled bard for secomd
association still further in the "work of the
tam, where breadth of sympathy is the ber with a knowledge of these things, and a We need your aid and adviee,—every one place, but the former earned the position by
gospel in Rome, , Sir George Campbell, late
prime consideration.
It is a good disei- harmony of character not now possessed : can do scmething.”
the space of one and a half seconds. Dartlieutenant- govetnor of Bengal, presided at
-—
A
pline to be vbliged to look at everythiug and with it will come,alas! that decadence in
mouth was fourth, Wesleyan fifth, Yale
the public missionary meeting, and spoke
sixth, Amherst seventh, followed by Brown,
through the eyes of thousands of readers. morals which always marches on the hcels
Now
that
so
many
pulpits
are
vacant,
tbe
warmly and generously of the valie of the Whatever is inserted must have its place,
Hamilton
and
of the Beautiful in every age and in every Christian Era takes opportunity to address Williags and Bowdoin.
work of Dr. Buckley and his fellow-laborers, because the wants of the many will be met
climate, Itissad that such heavy triQute a few words to the supply committees. Union came in late, followed by Princeton,
and also gave an able sketch of the condi- by i. .
should be exacted as the price of an added Among other things it speaks of a minister one of the crew of the last boat being serition of religious thought and lifeamong the
There ave, perhaps, one or two @oints, in enjoyment, but art is inexorable.
who supplied a desk, and has not been paid ously iil.
Hindus, Sir George evidently looks with
which the pastor may well take pattern
for
it yet. Itadds that
fér a church to
THE BRITISH IN NORTH AMERICA.
bope upon the prospects of Christianity in
from the newspaper man. The aptness and
carry
a
debt
of
thousands
of
dollars may be
Exchange Notes and Quotes.
India.
Mr.
Mackenzie, the Canadian premier, in
timeliness ot'an article is the test. ~~ So the
necessary and so excusable, but to keep a
a speeeh one evening of last week, at Dun- »
When the association was at Wisbech great question for the, preacher is, whether
The case of Mr. Keet, the, English Wes- poor minister (and they are all poor dee, referred to the great resources of Canlast, Dr. Graham attended as a deputy from any given sermon is a snug fit, or whether
enough) wailing month after month for
America. There was no deputy present it is suited to the time,—January or July. leyan preacher to whose name on his daugh- twenly dollars, is rather small business, and ada. He contended that it was quite conter's
grave-stone
the
Established
Church
relast week, but Freewill Baptist friends were Again, the iteration in the teachings of a
is net one of those things that are lovely sistent for two nations to exist on the North
sympathy was ex- good editor is suggestive.
not forgotten. Much
To make a fused to allow the title ‘‘ Rev.” to be prefixed or of good repord. .. Better to risk breaking American continent, governed differently,
So
pressed with your charches in the great loss good point, to fasten it in the minds of in one of their cemeteries, has led the Ad- the Sabbath by aying for the preaching at and with differing political institutions.
recently sustained through the lamented many readers, it must be presented line vance to a nearly three column editorial on the prayer-meeting in the evening than to long as Great Britain maintained her presdeath of Dr. Day.
His visit in 1866 is still upon lune, in various ways,—recuarring to it the title itself. It closes by saying that ‘it
ent attitude toward the colonies, friendship
keep the preacher waiting for his due.”
fresh in the recollection of English friends. ang/insisting upon it again. It is like ad- would be difficalt to find a brief and suffiand confidence would be maintained.
His wise and kindly words, his admirable vdrtising ;men read and forget it,read again cient substitute for the ‘ Rev.’ which is now
THE CIVIL WAR IN CUBA.
platform uddresses, his singularly beautiful and remember it, read again and buy the prefixed to a minister's name. No body unEvents of the Week.
A Havana letter states that during the
and impressive sermon will not soon be for- goods.
One sermon is not apt to settle any derstands it to mean sell-praise, when he
last week in June there hud been considerauses it himself, oor flattery, when it is emto live in hearts we leave moral question for all time.
¢
Truly
gotten.
The
woman
INDIAN
WKONGS.
|
ble fighting long the rebel lines. At Rodbehiud is not to die.” I enclose the resolu- who forgot all the texts, and could not re- ployed by others. It marks his occupation,
Professor Marsh, of Yale College, has
tion passed with much feeling and with call ene of the * heads” of the sermon, said not his personal character, and properly de- written a letter to President Grant, show- erigo only one house was left standing, and
that because ot a French flag. A recent
entire unanimity by the association.
that her mind was made better for the clares that to be worthy of pll respect. It- ing that systematic (rauds are being perpefight near Encrucijada resulted in a rebel
cidentally
it
reminds
him
tifat
he
should
say
trated on the Indians, ‘and entering grave
The meetings of the asseciation began on preaching,—just as the wool she was washloss of 150, and a Spanish loss of 200.
Monday and closed on Thursday evening. ing was made whiter by pouring the wA- and do nothing derogatoryfto it. Were ev- charges against the integrity of Secretary Five sugar estates near San Domingo have
Every day was crowded with engagements. ter through the sieve.
Ministers make ery minister a ¢ Pastor,’ that would be as in Delano, Commissioner Smith. and Agent been burned by the Cubans. 'Captain-Genfor ordinary use ; Saville.
*¢ divisions” in a sermon, but France an admirable
There were prayer meetings brimming over elaborate
eral Valmaseda, suddenly left Havana,June
but
we
need
a
word
that
designates
minisa
was
‘there are many in the congregation who
with fervor and spiritual life; there
‘, DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION.
921,
hearing that the Cubans had ‘captureda
protesspastors,
whether
Sunday school conference full of interest Kpow no difference between what was said ters of all kinds,
The Missouri Democratic State executive Spanish convoy near Gibara, killing 80
ors,
editors,
secreiaries,
agents,
evaigelists
and inspiration ; - there was a communion under the firstly or seventhly. To mostof
committee last week passed resolutions urg- Spaniurds. The rebels afterward captured.
service when representatives from Orissa, them it is,—to use the illustration of & min or missionaries; and such a word is the ing that the next Democratic national conthe fort in the town of Majajua, in which
title
¢
Tevereud.
Ld
Rome, and, England communed tegether of homely farmer like.good sense, on homvention Le held in the Merchants’ Exchange the Spaniards had taken refuge, and after
with holy joy; there were vigoroud dis- iletical questions,—=like shoving a board i§in St. Louis, and staling that the expenses executing the garrison, blew it up and
The multiplicity of colleges, especially in of the-convention will be paid by the
e
cussions nbout” Evangelistic, College and to a bin ‘of potatoes to divide them;
th Mis- burned the tort and houses. The, Rebels
Altogether il was a merely have potatoes this side and potatoes the West, has led to a multiplicity ‘of opin- souri Democrats,
Home Mission work.
are 80 active in the vicinity of Puerto Prinsuccessful and stimulating association, a that ide. ‘But most of the people’ do’ not ‘ions as to the policy that multipKes them.
cipe that the Spanish garrison remains inA
JOURNAL
FOR
COLORED
PEOPLE.
t
has
Herald
geries of meetings whose influence for good care which bin they take them out of, if Not to multiply words, Zion's
A meeting was held in Washington, 0 side the fortifications.
the potatoes are good. The great secret is the following excellent” reniarks on the subwill be felt after many days.
|}
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S. S. Departuent.

In
istence, and hid] re’ ations to the Father.
that earlier date he who ** was with God

|

the “word of God
. Perhaps the pointed charge ol Jesus contains also a contrast |
of Niecdemus' position with his own. Jesus
knew what he taught and yet was not reand was God and wa

knew the things of G

Sabbath School Lesson. —July 25.
——

‘ Weep not, behold the Jon A

power

:

A me

The
—

thereof.’
What was there peculiar in
John’s relation to the matter, that he, should

is the God to whom we shall offer our sacrifice?
«« He through whom the sky is bright and
He through whom the
the earth firm,

Vedas.
»

have wept—wept much, for that revelation
as sealed beyond disclosure, while we, now

It is assamed by many persons that man
7. A. HOWE,
QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF.
created in a state of barbarism andy heaven was established,—nay, the highest
was
s.)
Paper
ceived. Nicodemus was an igporant spirsee Lesson
(For Questionsar———
acquired beaven,—He who measured out the. light
he gradually
Yhat
ignorance,
itual guide, and expected men to receive
BIRTH.
in the in the air;—Who is the god to whom we
that
and
THE NEW
civilization,
and
knowledge
.| his teachings, Notice that Jesus sharply
to a shall offer our sacrifice ?
lower
a
from
advanced
he
way
same
criticises the present incredulity of this
that
believe
We
« He who by his might looked even over
state.
John 3:7-17.
man: * ye receive not our witness,” Let higher religious
we
‘coirmse
reOf
as
.
mistaken.
many
are
As
persons
water clouds, the clouds which gave
:—*
such
the
TEXT
GorpeN.
all men who know that Jesus is true, and
celved him, to them gave he power to be~ who have not yielded the heart to his truth, do not suppose that our first’ parents pos strength and lit the sacrifice; He alone is
the advantages which ‘we enjoy. God ubove all gods;—Who is the god tg
come the sons of God,” John 1:12,
hear these words. ‘Do we not also see the sessed all
our ‘ancestors “of a hundred | whom we shall offer our sacrifice P”
did
value of knowing bysexperience the {ruths Neither
know anything of ttenmaships,
ago
Notes and Hints.
O powerful Indra, achiever of many
years
of these lessons? Mark the unfitness of the
photographs, breech. works, most brilliant god—all this wealth
telegraphs,
railtoads,
. THE NECESSITY OF THE NEW BIRTH. heart to enforce, having not first’ known,
but we ‘do Hot” set around here is known to be thine alone:
+ Myre not on at I said unto thee, ye must these things.” The Sabbath school teacher loading rifles, &c., &e.}
on that adeount, | ‘take from it, conqueror, bring it hither!
barbarians
as’
down
‘them
Nicodemus had a private needs the Spirit |in his haart, or he will be
"be born again.”
were ‘cre- do not stint the desire of the worshiper
parents
first
out
that
believe
We
f
i
conferente, at night, with Jesus.
He did
like this m: ste “in Israel,
‘and who longs for thee: ”
beings,
not wish his companions to know of his deThe thir gs of the new birth ‘dre not the atéd intelligent avd civilized
his
of
and
“God
of
“ Thou art syvise, and thou hast been
knowledge
a
sire to talk with Christ, because Nicodemus most mar elo 18 in the government of God. that uch
te pleased; perform thou, intelligent Agai,
‘sufficient
was
as
them
to
given
was
Will
had more faith (yet not a settled coavic- “ Heaver'y things” so far exceed these
members of the class ‘in which, he moved.

Had he come

as a skeplic, Le ‘would have

come by day. Verse 2. He said to Jesus
that his wiracles proved that he came from
God, and Jesus answered the compliment

by declaring the need ot a new birth, Nicodemus stumbled at the Toure, and dwelt on

the impossibility of a second literal birth.
He took that way of expressing the difficulty of understanding Christ.
Nicodemus
knew that Jesus did not mean a literal birth,
but precisely what Jesns meant he was at a
loss to know ; hence he commented on the

words of Christ as if they were not figurative.

The re-affirmation of the doctrines by

Christ, in his impressive style, beginning
with ** verily, verily,” surprised Nicodemus

yet more. Hence Jesus said, * Marvel not
that I said unto thee ye mustbe born again ;”
or, ‘‘ from above,” the literal reading of the
original. In several other places the sage

word is thus translated. Verse 31, John 19:

‘but ‘we
raised
eciviliza.
of the,
any na.
Neither do
‘gospel.
The strangest, most wonderful revelations
system of religion has become
are to follow. Jesus dges on to speak of tion whose
by the lapse of time and the incrense
purer
the heavenly things.
of knowledge. At the ‘commencement of
13—17. Tne HeavExrLy THINGS. These the era of modern missions, it was_supposare the counsels of grace made known to ed that it was necessary for barbarixos to
men, heave:ly in origin, fa nature and in become partially civilized as a preparation
results, Four things are enumerated: (1) for the reception-of the - gospel, but all efthe pre-existence of the Son of Man and bis forts in’ / this, direction failed.
But when
incarnation; (2) the crucifixion before him, the missionaries spoke to the people as men
as the means of accomplishing his work ; and women who knew they needed some(3) the benevolence of God%o Jost men; thing they did not possess, and preached
(4) the aim and hope of his gift lo the Jesus Christ to them, Tt was found that the
world is salvation. The Saviour asserts of gospel was the power of God unto salvahimself that he was in
from it, was now in it.

that

no human

heaven, came down
He seems to mean

teacher

ever

ascended

to

God and then returned to men to communicate truth, but that he who was ever with

11; Jumes 1:17; 3:15, 17. The necessity God, came down from his native seat to
of this new and heavenly birth, is, by our earth, and was even then with God. Some
Lord, placed in our utter destitution of think that, by a figure of speech, Jesus
‘spiritual life without it. To be spiritual, here teaches that no man has ever grasped
we must be born of “the Spirit. What this the high truths of heaven, and taught them
birth consists of, religion and religious phi- to men, but that he tame from heaven to
losophy have long sought to infallibly de- teach these truths; others think the passage
fine.
We find our best answer in the means to show Nicodemus that human
Scriptures themselves, They speak of it as merit can not gaiu salvation, ascend to the
a making alive, as making man a new ‘holy One, and abide with God, but that

creatfire in Christ Jesus, as passing

from ‘Christ. is the way of life, in whom man
must believe. Christ says of himself,¢* who

darkness to light, from death to life, as renewal in the spirit of the mind, expressions

which meet in this definition of the doe-

trine ; a transformation of moral character
from sintulness to holiness.
‘‘ Ye must beeome holy,” is equivalent

to, ‘“ Ye must be

is in heaven.” The earth is not heaven.
The state of heaven may be in him who is
on the earth, but how can he also, at. the

same time, be in heaven?

By omnipresence

our version

Henee

some

have stoutly denied that there is any allusion here to the wind,but bave claimed that
¢ spirit” should be “the reading. The sense
requires the present translation. Pneuma

the words, “no man

Christ

of Sinai,

in

hath ascended up to

heaven.” Jesus dzclares that the. brazen
serpent was a type of himself, since all who

hy faith look to him shall not perish, but be

saved.

The

necessity of his

crucifixion,

means both * wind” and #* spirit,” one the|’ ““ even so must the Son of Map be lifted up,”
symbol of the other. The wonder of Nico- arises from the counsels and purposes of the
demus is forbidden by this illustration from godhead, and those from. the Jost state of
familiar wonders in nature, to lead him to mankind. The universality of his atoue. doubt what is said of the. Spirit. If the
movement of the breeze is mysterious, why
may not the movement of the Spit be
strange and undefinable? Facts of Christian life demonstrate. the truth of Jesus en
the minds ot men, its persuadings,and lead-'

ings, its illuminating, quickening,
ing and

renewing power

comvine-

are not traceable

by the senses.. Henee conversion isa mystery, the whole operation of God in securing it a marvel, but none the less a fact in

history. Who can tell how and why this
summer zephyr rustles the rose-leaf and
fans the cheek? “So is every one thatis
born of the Spirit.”
10-12. N1CODEMUS' IGNORANCE.
“‘How
can these things be ?” he asks. Ile wishes
to know how

it ean

be true,

first,

that to

enter the kingdom of God a man must be
© born again if heis a Jew, and, whatis
more, if even a

master in Israel?

and sec-

ondly, how it can be true that there is a
distinct change in the soul, secured by the
“Holy Spirit, of which he bad no previous
knowledge ; and thirdly, how it can be that
the mysterious work of the Spirit was to
found the Messiah’s glorious kingdom of
prophecy.
The reply of Jesus shows thal
Nicodemus was a sincere seeker after truth.

He first rebuked

Nicodemus. ‘Art thou a

master in Israel, and knowest not these
things?” The essential truths of holiness
were unknown mysteries to this religious
teacher of the Jews. The things of the
Spirit were not hidden from tha prophets,
or from David; the Old Testament teaches
the need of new hearts, and of the influence

of God's Spirit; but the masters in Israel
were grossly ignorant, See for example,

the .Pharisaic -ideas

of

righteousness

as

Christ taught them to us.. Jesus implies
that Nicodemus was to blame for his ignorace. We do not always find the knowl-

edge of the Spirit where we should expect

to find it. - The things *“ hid from the wise
and prudent and revealed unto babes” are

. the things of the Spirit,
tion,

but

humility,

trust,

Not official posidocility,

secure

the presence and power of the Holy Ghost.

The Saviour affirms that he speaks from
+ the highest knowledge of the subject, *“We
speak that we do know.”

Here the plural

isjused forthe singular, we for I, Others
think. “we” velates to ‘‘John the Baptist

and himself ;” ‘orto the Old Testament

and himself;" or to himself and all
bornof the Spirit; or to himself and the

Spirit. - When Jesus refers to his means of
kpowing, he’ puts his knowledge in contoast with the ignoranceof bis inquirer. Of
him Jesus eaid, *‘ and knowest not these

things
;” of himself Jesus says ‘* we speak

that we do know, and testify that we have

seen.”

The Saviour alludes to his pre-ex-

PREC TTY

of

millions

thirty-three

gods,

aud their religious rites and ceremonies
are very impure. But it was not always
so. An examination of the Sacred Books
of the Hindus will show that there has

been a gradual descent from thé “higher to
the lower, from the purer to the grosser.
Dr. Sutton, in his ‘Orissa and its Evangelization” classifies these books as follows: —

1. Veds (Vedas), of which he says;
«« Their fundamental principle is, ¢ There
This
is but one God without a second.’

one God is the

spirit, pervading

supreme

all things, from whem all

and

proceed,

in

at length be absorbed.” 2.
whom all must
Historical Poems which “ are the sole de-

positories of ayhatever historical knowledge
the

Hindus

possess,” ,and

*¢ they

prob-

3. . Philosoph-

schools. 4. The Pooranas, which *‘appear to be a compilation of all the tales and
legends known to the writers, ” and are the
great modern authorities for all kinds of
The
idol ‘worship and ceremonies.” 5.
Tuntras, ** written chiefly for the - purpose

allusion to him and his ascent

‘‘ spirit.”

have

are said

native seat and houre is heaven.”

the

and

to

matter

a

followed as

ably led to Hero-worskip. ”

often states figurative expressions as if they
were plain, literal statements.
(2) The necessity of bis crucifixion is told. The allusion to Moses here suggests a probable

same in the original where

tion, and civilization

of course,
The Hindus of the present day

only. The words ‘‘ who is in heaven,” may
be explained as idiomatic, meaning *‘ whose

born again.” The
new birth is secured by
believing, and if believing, under the influence of the Hofy’
Spirit, the truth of Christ.
8. THE MYSTERY OF THE NEW BIRTH. Jesus compared the operations of the Holy
Spirit to those of the wind, The word is

has “wind”

indica-

numerous
earthly nied and experiences that, if the, guide them. /'There ‘ate
’,
degenerate
may"
met!
that
tions
latter are ‘ho’ belibved, the former can’ Dot |:
whieh has been
nition
no
bf
"know
be. Jesus says, ** If] have told You of
barbarism to one of
earthly things, and ye believe not, how shall from a state of
tion except through: the influence
ye believe it 1 tell you of heavenly things?
we know of

tion) that this was the Christ than had the

ic

works,

emanating

six

from

of upholding the worship
deities, and are. authorities

of
for

the
all

different

female
that is

most revolting and abominable in Hinduism.” We have been reading recently some
of Prof. Max Muller's articles on the
Vedas, the oldest, of these sacred books,
and propose to give our readers somg informationPe about them.

the sacrifice without interruption, sit

that it is opened, have so little regard for
it? He was but one of all the * servants of
Jesus Christ,” and the revelation was given to him, to show to them, without re-

spect to class or person.’ Yet he wept much
while it seemed unattainable—and we are
content to be without it, svhile we have but

to open our Bibles for it.

they

Agni is the god of fire, and the Maruts
are the storm-gods. It is not known bow
the name Indra came into use.

that in

the earlier ages of the world all men had a
general knowledge of the character, works
and perfectious of Jehovah,
the true and only
God ; and that they were able to serve God

acceptably, and to honor and

glorify

him.

But ** when they knew, God, they glorified
him not as

God,

neither

were

thankful;

but became vain in their imaginations, and
Professtheir foolish heart was darkened.
ing themselves to be wise, they became
fools, and changed the glory of the incorruptible God into an image made like to
corruptible man, and to birds,and four-footed beasts, and creeping things."
This change did not take place all at
once. It was a gradual process. "At first
there were incorrect ideas mixed with the
worship of the trne God. Then came the
notion of subordinate gods, then of several
gods of equal authority, coupled with the
idea that these might bd varying names of

‘the same Supreme Being.

In addition to

these there was the personification of vatious aspects of nature, and the deification

Then came idols in their purer,
of heroes.
and afterwards in their grosser forms, with

all the degrading

rites

Ww. H.

The Book

The fricud to whom in a letter I mentioned it, is a man of large and lively inperception,

once

saw

him

and

sharp

discrimination.

and warnings.

Therein are reveuted

the

righteous judgments
and providences to
earth,
Therein
proclaimed
the
high
awards to victorions

Christian

warfare,

to

him that overcomes,
inheritance of all
things, God his God, and he God's son.

And therein,
far as words and metaphoric
significance can show, are revealed the
beauties, the glories, the felicities of the
heavéi-of the blessed forever.
No wonder that blessedness is. declared
to be theirs who hear and read the words
of this prophecy, and keep those things
which are

written

therein.

Bul

wonder,

that any ignore or neglect the grent opportunity, for the benefit.
E. M.

Union

in Christ.

Christ Jesus.

Then will sectarianism

and

religious bigotry die; then will the Lord
Jesus be recognized as the only Lawgiver
in his own church, aud diversities of govérnments will cease; and then will peace

and love take the place of party names and

evil

will be discountenanced, and
grateful songs of love and praise will as-

cend to heaven from every vation and from
every tribe on earth.

[A correspondent asks to

insert

the following

extract from the Christian Quarterly, which
we gladly do, mainly te show how impractical,
not to say illogical,’s person can he when he gets
into a fervid state of sentimental suthorship.
We bave nothing to say against Christian unity,
indeed; but if the matter is to be carzied as far
as this writer speaks for, there would first need
be a preparatory work by God himself. That is,
the whole human nature, of which we suppose
author,

would

have

to be

revised.

Certainly, we can not all think or act alike as
we are. It is hardly probable that God will undertake that work of human revision until he
translates us to his kingdom. Thea we shall be
perfect and entire, wanting nothing, not even
Christian unity, for we shall all be one in Christ.
Meanwhile, let us not contend for differences,

but for principles, looking to God to unite, and
bless, aud belp us in his work.—~EDp.}
In the teaching and example of Christ
there is nothing, absolutely nothing, to encourage divisions and party peculiarities
among his people, and it is the impcrative

1

i court, witnessing as an exin

The teaching of Jesus

but practical.

was

not theoretical,

In every word

reach the heurt, to

‘control

he songht to

‘the conscience,

and to influence the life.

Sects and divisions betray a ‘carnal wind;
they do not belong to Christ, nor are they
nurtured by his Spirit.’ They are all sinful,
they always were; but they are becoming

pert in the identification of manual signatares. - His moral integrity is of the highor
ing,
knowi
means
The name, Veda,
Per itan
“ment, and the most particular pointing out knowledge, and the work is in four divis- est order, worthy bis New England‘eminently
more and more so as light and knowledge
all’
crowning
and
‘education;
deis
grace,
his'
of
Samaof every beneficiary
ions, viz., Rig-veda, Yagur-veda,
are'incréased. Divisions and partyisms are
amiable
qualities
is
his
warm
and
earnest
clared: ‘that whosoever believeth in him veda, and Atharva-veda, The Rig-veda is
alt opposed to the will of God, and to the
Prof. M. Chistian devotion.
shonld not perish, but bave eternal life,” the oldest and most important,
at I wrote to him of the Book of Rev- well being of man, for they are keeping unNicodemus could not, for hardly could Peter says that the others occupy a similar posifrom
confessing the
was, that through the year preced- told + thousands
and Paul, receive this ¢‘ witness.” It was tion with reference to it which the Talmud elation
Saviour'smame, and as long as they exist
ing,
I
had
read
often,
and
studied
this
Book
hard for the Jews to give up their exclusive- does to the Hebrew Scriptures. * Rig-veda
to great profit in spirit; now, in my among the followers of Christ, the will of
ness, and. view the God of heaven as the means the veda of hymns of praise.” This
gray hairs, after wvigh balf a century of God ¢an never be done on earth as'it is in
Father of all. Jesus re-affirms the universal collection consists of ten, books, and conheaven. :
5:
;
Dr. Satton study of the Bible as he revelation of God's
and particular love of God for all men:; tains altogether 1,028 hymns.
Do we ask, How shall this difficulty Le solvkingdom,
had
come
to
apprehend
it
as
the
gave
he
« For God s0 loved ihe world that
supposes * they were first collected and gloriously crowning dome of the complete ed? The reply may be here indicated that
his only begotten Son that whosoever arranged by a sage called Byasa, A. M.
the gospel is not a theory, into which peobelieveth on him should not perish but bave 9700, and Prof. M. thinks * we can not structure of this Revelation in its sixty-six ple must be indoctrinated, but a life, which
books,
by
half
as
many
inspired
writers,
truth.
everlasting life.” This. is heavenly
well ass ign a date more recent than 1200 from Moses the first to John the last—alto- they must be taught to live.”
When, thereThe giving of Christ involved bis ready con- to 1500 before our era, for the original comfore,
the
Christian
ministry
shall
teach their
gether
an
edifice
of
divine
tinth
and
light,
sent {o come to men. Jesus is called * only position ” of these hymus., This carries us
flocks, by word and by example, to live as
upward
rising,
from
the
creation
of
the
begotten Son,” because hg was alone begot- back to the period between Moses and
world to its end—from the first moment of Jesus lived, and to love as Jesus loved,a
ten, as to the flesh, by the Iloly Ghost; also Samuel.
time to its ending in eternity, whereof it is sure and certain remedy will bave been
because the term is one of affection, The
found.
Max Muller says, * Large numbers of born,
degree of love involved in this act is infinite. the Vedichymms are childish in the extreme ;
. My friend answered my mention of the
It is the imperative duty of every ChrisHere we see the nature of God revealed,
But,
low, commonplace.
great profit I had in tbe reading and study tian minister, to labor to bring all his’ peoand feel drawn with all our guilt to his feet. tedious,
hidden in this yubbich, there are preeious of this book, in gratulation, adding,—** But ple in the unity of ihe faith and the ‘knowlGod did got send Jesus to condemn, but to
¢ Many hymns are utterly un- to me it is a sealed book.” I think he had edge of the Son of God toa perfect manstones.”
save a condemned world. The Son of God
insipid, avd we must search accepted a prevalent notion of ils being hood—that is, to educate the people to foland
meaning
came as a compassionate friend, not as an
patiently before we meet, here and there, such, without due consideration and appli- low Christ, that they may grow in conformirate judge and avenger. The object for
with sentiments that come from the depths cation of his own mind to the study of it, ity to his image in all things, and reach onwhich he came, as here stated, was not that
soul, and with prayers in which we and so resigned himself to inattention and ‘ward to the stature of the fullness of Christ.
which Nicodemus and all other Jews sup- of the
join ourselves,” yet there are such indifference to it.
His expression shows Every servant of God is called to be a coposed the Messiah would have. Tt was could
| The religion of the Veda the lack of even recognition of its title: worker with the Lord; but it is no part of
passages.”
God loved the
higher, holier, more divine.
of no idols. The worship of idols Revelation. What is revealed is not sealed. the Master's work to build up a party, and
Jews, but loved more the world, and sent knows
came in later, and is a- descent from the This Revelation is the unsealing of the sev- every effort pnt forth in this direction must
his Son to die for us all.
The en-sealed book:
more primitive form of worship.
‘*‘ The exception,” it is look for its reward in this present life, for
The lesson is repiete with precious and
are spoken of as immor- said, ‘proves the general rule.”
Veda
the
of
gods
So, a nothing is promised as regards the life to
delightful truths. The new birth is not to
are supposed to dwell in heaven. single exception,occurring in the process of come,
and
tal,
:
*|
as
also
but
pe viewed as a necessity merely,
While different gods age, named, almost this revelation, shows, by contrariety in the
It
may
be
safely
affirmed
that
the
Holy
and
for
hoped
be
to
blessing
a desirable
every important, deity is represented as suChildren need the néw birth preme and absolate, and in some parts of one ‘particularity, the opposite characteris- Spirit never did and never will appointa
welcomed.
tic of the whole besides that,
Seven thun- party ministry nor a party eldership, vestand may, by faith and submission, have it. the Veda,
the consciousness that all fhe
ders
uttered;
their
voices
(Ch.
10:3,4); ed’ with party authority, to oversee his
dischildren
to
The Spirit has easy access
deities are but different names of ove and and the Seer says, * I was about to write, flock. Would Jesus labor to build up a
creetly trained. The great truths with {he same godhedd, breaks forth.
\
and I heard a voice from heaven, saying party if he was here again? He would rewhich the subject closes seem to ‘culminate But ‘it is far from being general.”
There unto me, Seal up those things avbich the
visit Calvary a (housand times first! And it
in one, ‘ that the world through him might is n6 trace of metempsychosis, or the transbe saved.” The question of salvation then migration of souls from human to animal seven thunders uttered, and write, them is our'daty so to walk as Jesus would if he
:
was in our place. Would the apostles (iit is fit for the teacher to ask his pupils; bodies, althongh this is generally believed not.”
With
its
title
agrees its annunciation of vide off into twelve denominations if they
how many believe? how many have hope ? among the Hindus at the present day.
what will the believer receive? Why does Instead of this, we find a belief in personal its source and object, as ¢‘ The revelation were here‘again? They would die first.
of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto bim, ‘They would much rather follow their Masany one now perish?
immortality, and personal responsibility to show to his servants things that must.
andy
ter to Calvary. With one heart and one
RE
after death, proclaimed, . The conscious- shortly come to pass;” and the benediction mind they would determine to know nothness of sin is a prominent feature in the ve- it pronounces in the objects of it: ‘* Blessed ing but Jesus Christ and him crucified, and
MaNAGiNG CrILDREN.—Whoever has. had ligion of the Veda, and so is the belief that
is he that reatleth and they, that hear the they would determine to recognize no auexperience with /Children, must have obof sic. words of this prophecy, and :keep those thority but that which cepters in® the Savserved how much work they can be induced the gods can take away the ‘burden
to accomplish if it be omnly presented to Heaven and earth are believed to have been things which are written therein, for, the iour and his Word.
of play. In the basi- made, or, to have been established, by cer- time is at hand,”
them under the name
4
The Christian ministry is one of the Sayness of drawing light brush to burn, a gang tain gods. But in other places there is a
n of the yalue fou’ $ most precious gifts to man; but
John
expresses
appreciatio
they
it
work
of
power
a
of boys will do
ignorance of the beginning of all’ of the Revelation to be made by the unseal- nothing has been more grossly
counterfeited
bave faith that the performance is ‘all fun; confessed
things,
and
the inquiry is made, ** Who has ing of the book, when, on proclamation for and perverted than this
a
but.it called upon to pile on the sticks as
by unfaithful men
matter of duty, the fire loses its heat of en- geen the fits’ born? Where was the life, ‘ one worthy .to open the seals thereof, no who have sought, through covetousness and
thusiasm and bright hues of pleasure, and | the blood, the soul of the world?
Who
man in heaven, nor in earth, nor under the lust, to become the leaders of the people,
only the ashes of dissatisfaction ‘fly before went fo ask this from any that knew earth, was able to gpen the book, neither to’
and to make merchandise of the souls of
is
analogy
the young lad’s eyes. = The same
look thereon.” ‘He says, ‘I wept much be- men.
Let all who desire to be approved of
observed in school work, The same opera- ite”
t spirit
tion ‘will be performed with
Wegive a few extracts from the Rig- cause no man Was found worthy to bpen their Lord, when he shall appear, rememaccording to the way if which it is presented veda which will illustrate some of the pre- and to read the Book, neithéf to look there ber that the great object of the Christian
—whether as a piece of work or play.— ceding stalemen!s:
on.
And one of the elders saith unto me, ministry is not to live an eusy . life, but to
National Teachers’ Monthly.
’

i

Baptism.
The anbjest of Dhptismn was briefly dis.
cussed at. the late session of the N. H: Y.
M. Tt was unanimonsly agreed that the
immersion of penitent believers in water is

Scripture baptism.

‘There were different

opinions as to the best way to win over to
the truth those Christians whom we believe
to be in error on this subject, but on the
main question there was perfect accord.’
The Protestant churches received sprinkling from the church of Rome and not from
Christ or the Bible.
Hence; just so fast as
men submit fully ta’ Christ and find out
what be commanded, they will prefer to

obey him rather than the Pope of Rome.
It was my privilege to graduate from the
Methodist Theological School, then located
at Concord, N. H., and while there to bave

assigned me the subject of ** Christian Baptism™ for an essay, I drewmy defense of
baptism entirely from the Bible, the Greek
Lexicon and the text book used in, the

school, which was Dr. H. B. Smith's edition of Dr. K. R. Hagenbach’s History ot
Doctrines. The Greek Lexicon informed
us that the only meaning of * baptize" is
“to dip,” *‘ to plunge into water,” “to

submerge,” &:.

——r——

duty of every Christian to endeavor to keep
the upity of the spirit in the bonds of peace.

of Revelation,

telligence, well-balanced | judgment, quick

concern us,

him “ who was Head and is alive forevermore”—of *“ him (hat silteth upon the
throne,” of them who have * washéd their
robes and made them white in the blood of
the Lamb,” of ten thousand times ten thousand and thousands of thousands of angels,
with all the universe of creatures: joined in’
worship of him
that sitteth upon the
throne and the lamb.
Therein are given
divine instructions, admonitions, reproofs

God is the

and ceremonies,

and impure associations of modern Hinduism. The tendency has all along been
And only the gospel of tbe
downwards.
grace of God can lift these degraded ones
to their proper position. But this ean doit,
and will do it. The whole earth shall be
In that
filled with the glory of God.
day i there be one Lord, and his name
one.

and teaching every man in all wisdom, that
every one may, be presented
perfect in

while therein are glorious manifestations of

your whole tribe. ”

is,

but to bring sinners
to Christ, and
then to train them up into the image and
likeness of the Lord; warning every ‘man,

strifes;; edvyings dad jealousies and

us, did not relate to us, did not

tear asunder the kings of the forest. Come
on, Maruts, like madmen, ye gods, with

The conclusion we come to,

~~

while it pronounces blesséd, *‘ he that readeth-and they that hear it; while its call is,
“ He that hath an ear, let him hear;"—

down

tremble,

it is not to

‘We treat it'as though it did not belong to speakings

on this sacred grass.”
¢ They make the vocks to

i plish an arduous work;

Judab, the root of David, hath prevailed la exhibit an orator, but to exhibit the
open the book, and to Inose the seven seals Saviour; itis not to Luild up a party,

g awakening: world.
king of the breathinand
He who governs all, man and beast ;—=Who

Hagenbach states,

Vol.

II. p. 85, that immersion was the ancient
custom, and that the introduction of sprinkling instead ol dipping, gave rise to {many
discussions. *‘ From the thirteenth ecentu-

ry, sprinkling came into more general
in the West.”

use

* The Greek church and the

church of Milan, however, still retained the
practiceof immersion.”
TI suggested that
if the common people knew what their
teachers know, they would all be Baptists.
Hagenbach is equally decisive on infant
baptism. He says, Vol. II, p. 198, ** Infant
baptism had not come into general use before the time of Tertullian.”
And p. 200,
** The passages from Scripture cilel in fa-

vor of infant baptism as ausage of the primitive church are doubtful, and prove nothing.” As an index of the ‘rapid spread of

light on this subject, the. statistics ¢how
that in more than two hundred Congregational
churches of Massachusetts, there
were po baptisms of infants last year. The
same is true of one hundred and thiety Con-

gregational churches of Maine.
In my
opinion, friendly discussion, and not coercive measures, is best

gospel truth,

adapted

to extend

The Word and the Spirit of

God arc our main reliance.

8.C. K,
Austin ‘Academy.

;

-

Rey. Darius Hulbert.
i

——

Rev. Darius Hulbert died in Armada,
Mich., June 28, in the 62d year of his age.
Bro. D. was a ‘worthy member of Bruce
F. B. church, and of the Oxford Q. M.
His health had been poor for several years,
so that he preached but little; yet he was
often at the Q. M's, and by his wise counsel.

and fervent piety, added mach to their interest. He leaves a wife, son and daughter
with a large circle of relatives to mourn
their loss.

Funeral services by the

writer.

E. J. DoyLE.

To Preach Profitably.
a

AA

°

* How came you {o leave yout congregation?” asked a friend of ‘a faithful and
laborious minister of the gospel,who,a short

time before, had given up the pastoral care
of a church over which he had been settled
for years,
‘‘ Because my. people did not
continue to pray for me,” was the answer.
‘When I first settled with them,” he continued, *¢ their prayers for me were constant
and fervent,and my labors among them were

abundantly blessed. But when I found their
prayers for me grew less frequent and fervent, my work seemed less and less prospered, and I became discouraged,and have now
gone to another field of

labor,

where

the

people earnestly pray for me, and where I
feel that I am not toiling in vain, but every
sermon seems blessed from on high."
The reply brings to mind the: remark of
another

faithful

minister of thé cross, who;

in deep sadness, told his people that he
discouraged in his work and felt that he
doing little or no good among them.
when asked for the reason, be sald,

was"
was
And
“1

suppose it is beeuuse I have lost my prayet-

book.”
Prayer-book !” said the other,
prise; “I did not know you ever
prayer-book 1”
“Ab, yes!”

said the minister,

in surused a

“and

my

| rayer-book is the prayers of my people !"—
Congregationalist.

.

-

The utterances of public men, and especially ot ministers of the gospel, should be’

carefully guarded. . We are taught that by
our words ‘we shall be justified or condemned. And yet how carelessly we use words. Even Pericles, one of the immortal

ancient and unchristianized Greece,

sons of

when-

ever he was about to speak in public, is
said first to have advanced a prayer to the

gods, ** That not a word might escape him
unsuitable

to

the

occasion.”

tanght us to have a similar spirit
fulness.
&

Jesus

has

of watch-

4

'

rath;
d

[1

1 bave no power to look across the tide,
while here, the land beyond the river;

But this I'koow;, I shall be God's forever;

— Selected.

that your brother in Christ does

uot

about decrees, the ‘Lrinity,

agevoy,

ot Rutgers
sermoy

College

uttered

The our

these

and opposition

enmity

had time to gather their breath for

on

his nostrils, and, fergetting

ment,

** be
with

claiming

vigilant.”
sobriery,

calling

in

our

spiritual

and in private.

earth

exercises,

there

;

And meantime our “adversary, the devil,

dis-

as a roaring

quiet of sou) which Christ and Christianity
alone can overcome.
Christ's renewing

lion, walketh

whom + he jmay

about sceking

devon.”

Ay

alarm

God's serviee,
Theré are
in this rest of soul—oneness

“AiG
privations

\
and

three
with

oneness

blessings;

Christ in spirit and

elements
Christ in

work;

with

Now

There is

nothing which makes a man so unhappy, so

dissatisfied with

himself and

all around

him,as a selfish ¢pirit. But the meek and
lowly man is freed from this disquietude,
for he esteems others

better

that is, be prefers the welfare

than

himself;

of

his own ease, and self-sacrifice

others

to

only

is

not

bis pleasure, but God in his gracious comnsations, causes in' such souls a peace
that
th
nnderstanding. ~~ You may

speak of the satisfaction which comes from
the possession of wealth, position,

power,

Jearning , beauty, anything which

was,

would like to stick on the subject of hertics,
.
{x is popularly supposed that heresy consts, mamly, in unsound views of doctrine.

And this generation has seed a pretty gen“eral attempt to make heresy-hunters odious.
But the Bible idea of heresy has nothing
to do with doctrine. A heretic, according
withdraws;

who

who pulls off, like an ox, unwilling to work
kindly with his fellow.
In Congregational churches, where the
force that holds brethren together is moral,
where the centripetal power is brotherly

sphere of

love, heretics have their grandest

operations.

Nor. is

this

any

force

argument

may make

itself felt there. A policeman’ with his club
can takeaway to the lock-up a lman who

o disturbs your religious assembly.

But’

what

people did
of their

another

\

way

the scene

he

was

leave

CHICAGO

For Green

all

points

Bay and

daily, with

oblivioas to

deséribed

For Dubuque,

What
;

ABSOLUTELY
work.

Palace

layman one Sunday at Sheffield, when he
had been preaching a sermon about the
pomps and vanities of the world, laying it
When we are young
on pretty strong.
we

are

very

fon of doing is rasping the sins of society,

and iv is about the cheapest and easiest
thing to do; and T had been doing it. that
morning, and.

as’

[ was

going

you

Have not done all the things we

home

my

should do,

and we have done somu things we should
not do, and, we. Know that, But we bave
been (rying to make some sort of a stand-up

but the think that most has kept in my
not select him.
In the exerBise most has helped me, of any word
t of suffrage, they fixed u of in‘my life,’ and it' came from one
8 gregation ; andiever siice, when
0 as the more suitable.
or trustee,

Sunday

‘morning

and

look

in

A

Baked
Sr

heart,
I ever got
of my conI stand up
upon

my

as-

a

great

Bible. When the search was over and dan-)
ger passed, the Bible was taken out of the
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The Impossible

_ “Subscriber " asks an answer to the

Church.
p

creditable

ebaracteristic

of bumanity that it is never satisfied.
The
reaching after something above and Dbe‘yond us expands and exalts
one better natures and

broadens

our

manhood.

= It is

well, doubtless, that the Ideal is always so

far above the Real that endeavor is stimulated

to work in the

field

of

opportunity, if

not to reach, at least to approach, the~per
fect model,

Unfortunately,

fol-

lowing questions:

——

1t is, perbaps,.a

———AN INCIDENT OF THE

S—_———

however,

hu-

man nature is not always discriminating,
and, in some minds, becomes visionary
when it should be regarded as only aspiring.

milk

to the cheese
:

ah

Isn't that old law that God made against

working on the SabbatW®just as binding on

us as on ancient Israel?

:

;

- The

the athletic

Wére manfully engaged in, and

sports.

the whole

-pontest was oreditable alike to the braun
and brain of the contestants.

An

incident

showed that there was also a moral element
in the struggle.

The proprietor of

one

of

Is it right te {ake carve of the milk at all the hotels at Saratoga offered some mag-

on Sunday? That is the practical bearing
of the question, so far as we are able to
understand

country.

it.

We

But

never

we

lived in a dairy

have’ ubserved

two or

three things at a distance touching ‘his
matter. One is, that in the days before the

uificent prizes to be contended

grews.

for by

the

We will not undertake to say what

his.motives were, * It is enough to say that
the prizes were ‘manfully declined, the

créws thus placing their contest outside of

the sports annually arranged at Saratoga
cheese factories, the most orthodox farmer |*
just to amuse and gratify the thousands of
seldom questioned the propriety of bis wife
Among the many exhibitions afforded by and daughters spending half of each Sunday idlers who gather there. It also shows that
“the latter class none have perhaps been in setting amd skimming and otherwise the crews mean to keep the regatta in their
avoid exhibiting their
more
marked, and certainly none more caring for the milk, notwithstanding they own hands and
prowess to bring pecuniary profits to any
noisy, than that which has proclaimed of must stay at home from church to do it.—
corporation or private individual.
late the Ideal church. Men have not been Another thing that we have observed is,
wanting to declaim with school boy ardor that since the cheese factories began to take
——THE BENEFITS OF IT. One of the real
against existing denominations of Christians the milk, some of oupfFood fmwmers who,
benefits growing out of these rowing conas ‘‘ sectarian. ” Pulpit orators have aris- refuseto commit thd offense of sending tests is the self-control that the participants
‘en'to pour out whole torrents of rhetoric their milk there on Sunday, still agree to acquire.
If this were simply confined
upon their expectant congregations,’ to tell let it be taken care of at home, often at to
regatta day
it couldn’t
amoum#
about the meanness and the miseries of this much greater cost of time.—Another thing
to much, But there is the long pre:
“sectarian ” spirit.
Writers have been is, that when they agree to let the milk go
paratory
discipline that can hardly be
found whose holy zeal in the cause of broth- to the factory, the work is all done up in a otherwise than
profiable.
There are
~ erly love and * union ” bas made sad havoc few minutes, the family has all of Sunday
also the habits of temperance that are formwith exclamation points and italics.
We for rest and worship, and the milk itself has
ed by it, and the development of physical
have sometimes been told that denomina- gone to a very good use.
;
strength, for lack of which a good portion
tionalism is only the meal in which the
Now of course that doesn’t remove the | of the brain force of to-day is made ineffecthuge cat of sectarianism is hidden, and that moral offense from the transaction, if there ive. Speaking on this subject, Professor
its spirit is low, mean and unworthy. isany. The question itself has been asked Porter of Yale said the other day:
These people never tire of talking about here a good many times, but being conscious
Now, one or two lessons: First, intellect‘“ going back to Apostolic times,” nor of of a lack of the necessary experience, we
ual discernment, the self-control which in. informing the ignorant that, once there was hardly felt at liberty to answer.
We do not telligence, patience, and perseverance give,
but one church io all the world.
We be- answer it squarely now, for we don’t know
make muscle worth far more than it can
lieve, however, the fact has been mentionenough about it. But we do believe that be without. Second,no man ought to be in
ed a time or two of late that, even at the God is less grieved to see the milk sent a boat’s .crew who does not subordinate
himself to - the commands of his officer.
outset, twelve men could notbe found to quietly to the factory, and there taken care This is a valuable lesson. In the boat it is
agree on all questions pertaining to Chris- of in a quiet way by a few persons employ- no degradation to obey.
I have in mind a young man whose name
tianity ; and that if ‘such inspired men as ed for the purpose, thus releasing the whole
Peter, and Paul, and Barnabas were com- family to properly keep Sunday, than when is on one of those flags on the wall, who
carried into active life the principles of
pelled to differ it is not so passing strange he sees all the mothers and a part of the discipline
he learned in that crew, and by
that among the many. millions of Christians daughters in a great dairy community stay- means of them faced four or fire hundred
like differences should now exist. The ing away from church to take care of the men stronger than himself, The time often comes when it is the duty of a man to
Pauls and Peters are only multiplied by a milk themselves.
bv Bing
take his life in his hand and face danger.
few thousands, that is all.
‘We are not siding with the cheese fae
How to do it and keep his nerve is one of
The fact is, the unity for wkich Christ ries. No one must say that we are. But the lessons of boating. Concentration isa
prayed already finds its essential realiza- regarding the matter at a distance, we do lesson of boating. A man can not pull well
who can” not give his whole mind and
tion. In their spirit and purpose, all real not know why it isn’t just as well to let-this

Christians are one; or, to put it more
cifically,

there

are

no

more

spe-

differences

among the evangelical churches to-day with
regard to the import, or the power, or the
purpose of the gospel, than when, Christ
prayed that his disciples all might be
one.
© Wey
as Free Baptists, join hands across

the centuries . with Luther and Calvin and
Bunyan no less than with Moody and
Spurgeon and Tyng of to-day. It dues not
by any means follow, however,

. terpretation

that the

of al the phases

in-

of Divine

Truth or all'the methods of labor employed

should be the same in each individual case.
As a matter of fact, there is a wide diversity in the manner in which men have inter_ preted the Scriptures on the questions of
finite capacity and responsibility, Divine
deerees, andthe observance of the ordi-

nances.
. We

?

are {inii'isg with

the

fact

that

our

“‘goneeption « 4 a material object depends very
much on tf€ sfand-point from which iit is
gcc.

A score of different

artists, for

shince, may sketch Niagara
puints of observation,

from

and

in-

different

who

does

not

know that each will have produced a dif
ferent view of the greatest of nature’s wonders ? And, yet, hung in a gallery of pictures, either of (he twenty

is an

unmistaka-

ble Niagara, completein its individuality.
Why should men be slow to recognize the
same necessary

law

of diversity

operating

on the mipd when it essays to interpret the
written words of Niagara's great architect?
!
In the examination of moral

truths

men

necessarily occupy different stand-points,
to which they are led by peculiar constitution of mind, or the power of prejudice, or
the bias of early training, all of which form
such important factors in molding the
life.

;

We decide, largely according to our
ings, and

our judgment

off from the line of our

is never

far

It is

and

properly

at the

railroads, ‘chopping, Wobd, or making’ hay.

And we are}

tor

sthndt:
that persons:

dwelling withit"
TH
\

fact as to who has'the

interpretation.

true

The fact that, on the vital questions
ing the world’s redemption and

sonal salvation, God's

of

affect-

man’s

per-

word is se explicit

that, haply, disagreement is
does not make the differences

impossible,
of opinion

on subordinale questions any the less real or
emphatic.
the

Honest men

do

not

differ for

dhke of difference, but hecause, to them,

the
"law and the testimony” compels to
a cefnviction.
Different. schools of the-:

ology are just as inevitable as different
schools of medicine, aud, while neither
shouldbe dogmatie, it*'i natural that all
should be positive.

Ferien

Religious denominations are the- result of

untrammeled thought and honest

inquiry

leading to sincere conviction. It is a significant fact that this n
of. the- nineteenth century, which

rds

the largest

area of intelligence, also reveals the: great'est number of Christian denominations.
~The
time was, when but one church and

one tribunal

both, yes and no to it. The spirit of
command is just as binding as it ever
bat we doubt if the letter of it is. The
science was less enlightened in these

that
was,
condays

thar it is now. Hence greater rigidity had
to characterize the enforcement of such
laws, and severer penalties be administered
to their transgressors.

Latterly, God seems

to allow something like moral discretion

keeping such laws, as though

in

he would

permit us to consult circumstances.
Aren't
we to save our sheep and oxen that fall into

pits on Sundays?
Let this not be interpreted as countenancing any laxity of Sabbath observance.
That day must be kept holy unto the Lord.
In proportion as it isn’, in that proportion
will our morality as a nation decline. Only
let us make all proper and just discriminations. Particularly let us not practically
enforze our wives and daugliters to do atl
home what we call a sin when it is done
in other places.

Even

that

remark would

admit of limitations, for there are manifestly
things

whieh

could

home, but which
nanced abroad.

rightfally

could

be

hardly

done at

be counte-

/

Current
Sn

Topics.

Eo

and pursue knowledge

forget

in

honor

to

and

4 e—

;

——A PErsiSTENT CHAMPION.
Rrofessor
Marsh, of Yale College, writes another let-

ty of either Secretary Delano,

er Smith, or the

use

the

upright-

ness.

Agent,

of the

Commission-

Saville,

who

has

the contract for- supplying the trioe.
He
enumerates ten particulars wherein there

are gross frauds practiced, and "calls upon
the President to break up *¢ the ring of bad
men ” who are disgracing the country by
their wicked and deceitful ways. The Professor's words deserve serious -consideration, and we know of no good reason why

they should not get it.

?

such

its as these

come from

i7

A

we 80 often take rumors for fact, see schar-

After referring to the

charges against him, the letter contains this

116d

ance, the General Baptist

Association

desire

to

convey to the churches of the Freewill Baptists,
and to the family of Dr. Day, the assurance of
their deep sympathy with them in their great
loss, and of their prayers to Almight
God, for
the comfort of the bereaved household and the
continued prosperity of the denomination from
whose midst so valued and distinguished a worker has been summoned to his eternal reward.
;
Caries CLARKE, Secretary.
Ashley de la’ Zouch, June 29, 1875.

BUTLER'S

COMMENTARIES,

Arrange-

ments have been made with the publishers,
who are anxious to dispose of the edjtion

new on hand, so that we can now offer this
valuable work at the exceedingly low price

of one dollar a volume.

The number on

hand is small; send in your orders before
they are gone. Remember, thisis only onebalf of the former price.
oN MissioNARY REPORTER.
The July
number contains a historical paper concerning the formaticn of the Foreign Mission
Society, several selected articles, and a long
deseripfion of the yoyage of one of the late
missionaries to India. The editorials are on

these | appropriate topics, and aim to infuse not

——VICTORIA AND THE REBELLION,

Mr.

Y. Tribune showing how Queen Vitoria
exeried herself during the rebellion’ in” favor of peace between this country and Eng=

Boston

is perhaps

The Saint Lawrence Yearly Meeting is
composed of two Quarterly Meetings, lo-

cated in the extreme north part of the State
of

of good citizens, is just now governed by
gamblers, prostitutes aud political swin-

tion.

.

;

_ WroN Institute. We are glad to
fearn that Rev. G. S. Biadley has assumed

phereto belp his

resolutions

of

reform.

He mentions three efforts in

<
rty discountenanced suggestions from the
French government which meant war. The Tur
Souraeex. WORK.
One more
first was a proposition for the joint interledge has been given towards the $1,000,
vention of France and England, the
b?
srovided ten persons can be found who will
ject being a recognition of the Uerifefe
) ‘give $100 each to the work in behalf of the
government ; the second was (he inttodne- freedmen. We want one or two more
tion into Parliament, after an interview by names immediately, and the list will be full.
{be mover with the French Emperor, of a No matter if a score more names come with
resolution repudiating our blockade.
The the promise of $100 each to a "cause go
letter also states that the popular feeling in worthy.
Don’t hesitate; give, and your
England was so strongly. in favorof the Father in heaven will give. Be co-workers
with God.
Confederate States, that our friends in Par-

liament and in the Cabinet, but for the con-

-

Western

viction that their course was tacitly approved by their sovereign,would have found
‘themselves

unable

those hostile

to

measures.

suecessfully

When

patch demanding the | surrender

the

were

explained,

her

des-

was

P—

ee

Department.

in the way to « new life by the

with the H. M.

5

Notes

Madison

St.,

Chicago,

on Current

Ill.

Events.

Nor VERY PromisiNG. It was thought
that the placing of Drs, Jeffery and Sawtelle

Pre-

the Queen added, ‘“ that was the
the Prince used his pen.”
At

last time
least the

peace was kept between the two countries.
Whether it would have been so or not but
for the Queen's efforts, of course can

never

be known.
- ——

——MOODY
AND
SANKEY'S
FAREWELL.
These revivalists held their farewell meet-

Board

of Managers

of the Baptist

Missionary Union, at the recent meeting in

saying some severe things, Now, the Stand-

ard of this city, always conservative, and
thoroughly committed to the logic of silence
on the communion question, reads its colleague a lecture for intimating, in its strietures, that the managers of the foreign mission imterest are not denominationally
sound. Of Dr. Sawtelle, it says: *¢ If was
entirely a mistake to place him there, and
he himself, as a member of the committee
to nominate, should have insisted on th le||

omission of his name.”

It seems

agitation of the question which troubles the
Standard. | Alter referring to the large
debt of the Missionary Union and the pressure of the times, making the raising of
money now very difficult, it says, ‘To
‘make it now a theme for criticism, and debate upon that very question which more

than any other touches a sensitive

The attempt of

a few Orangemen to parade fa Lawrence,
Mass., last

Monday

week,

was

made

the

denomi-

national nerve, is to choose,a comse which
can hardly be characterized ‘too severe

ly.”

~ In the meantime,

:

It is statedon newspa-

doubt thatit will continue to multiply itself per authority that Dr, Sawtelle.
signed.
:
for years to come. ,
i

uk SHOWING ITs SPimir.

to be the

Municrpar, Corruption.

Mus re

will give

liber-

words of encouragement have been most
eering.
In meetings attended there has

the subject is presented to them? It has required some labor and effort to reach the

meetings, but we think some interest has
been created for the mission and we trust

been some $900.00 pledged and paid for the
H. M., proving better than words the inter-

under the especial supervision of the Union,

Thus, while the destitute are provided with
a temporary home just when most needed,
woman's hand and heart is ealist.d to point
to thew: the way of sobriety and piety.

est the Freewill Baptists have in the cause.
We hope and pray that the interest may
continue and extend until the whole denomination shall become permeated with the
same spirit. We can not in justice close
these brief sketehes without expressing our

PervERTED BENERICENCE:. The National
Soldiers’ Home of Milwaukee gives a practical, and not over pleasant, illustration of
bow difficult it is to administer any worthy
aid so as to benefit those and only. those
deserving the benefit. It will be remem:
beréd that the government, soon ' after ‘the
war, made provision for the’ election and
maintenance of Soldier's Homes at four rep-

resentative

points, viz.: Augusia,

gmtitude for the. many acts of kindness received, and sympathy expressed,

We have

not mentioned names, ahd many things of
interest for the want of time and space, but
we shall often think of the dear friends and
be made happier ig life's work in the future,
and the hope of heaven be the more pre-

cious for the sweet fellowship enjoyed.
:

Me,,

A. H. CuASE, Cor. Sec.

’

Hampton, Va., Dayton, O., and Milwaukee, Wis. The object was a noble one and
worthy a generous republic.
That those
who had become disabled or ‘injured in
defense of the country should find ever-

Holland Purchase Y.M.

The Holland Purchase Y. M. held its last
session with the Elton church, June 18—
20. Organized by choosing Rev, C. Cook,
Moderator, Rev's. D. M. Stuart and B.
McKoon assistants. Rev. E. Crowell was
chosen Assistant Clerk. ~~

The opening ‘sermon

from the managers of the Milwaukee Home
thatthe least deserving are the ones to clamor
loudest for its benefits. Ia the last report
issued, reference is made to the unscrupu-

was

preached by.

Rev. G. W. Knapp,and all felt its appropriateness. The whole business of yearly conference was (ransacted with equanimity
lous manner in which,during the war,towns
and dispatch.
:
J
and cities filled their quota by thrusting inThe usual amount of resolutions were
to the ranks criminals,
pardoned for the discussed and passed wilh that earnestness
occasion, drunkards and vagrants, alter and kindliness of spirit, which the Y. M.
which this statement is made:
has been wont to exercise for the past
Municipal anthorities, being now as willing to escape from the burden of supporting

their vagranis as they were then to use
them to fill their quotas,scruple not to press
them upon the Soldiers’ Home, under the
pretense that they were disabled in the seryHere, by their misconduct, vicious in-

clinations, and filthy habits,they degrade the
honest beneficiary as they did the honest soldier in the army ; and when required 1o labor
they speedily desert,seck the nearest town,
and resume
the vagabond role,soliciting
alms,
and making pitiful complaints of the hardships-and ** tyranny ” existing at the Ilome,
until they are returned by some faithful
magistrate to the Work-House or prison
where they properly belong.

Out of the 639 members

of the

Home,

172

are now engaged in employmen's in various places, and of the remainder a good
many are- employed in making improvements, caring

for the

grounds,

&ec.

It

is

only the vagabond element that is disposed
to insubordination,
ness,

laziness
:

and

fiithi-

—

THE RAILROADS AND Low

FARE.

When

the quarrel between the Baltimore and Ohio

and Pennsylvania railroads was settled
some days ago and the rates put up to nearly the old figures, the public expected to-see
the other competing lines for New York do
the same. That same public has the satis-

faction, however, to find that nothing of the
kind bas been done, and that now the two

great ‘ railroad kings, ” Scott and Garret,

are obliged to follow where they had hoped
to'lead. They have come back to cheap
fares. The Michigan Central road refused

from the first to come

into

this

combina-

twenty years.

|

The following resolution elicited some
very touching and affecting vemarks from
‘the brethren, and was unanimously passed .
by a rising vote of the whole congregation:
Whereas,

the

denomination

represented

by this Yearly Meeting, has sustained in
the death of Dr. Geo. T. Pay, a loss deeply
telt through all the membership of our
churches, therefore,
:
Résolved, That this'Yearly Meeting can
not let the present 6ccasion pass without
the satisfying relief of an expression of its
deep and abiding sense of the general loss
our denomination sustains in this sad and

aflictive event}

and of our sincere prayer

that the Lord ay

raise up to act with usin

the place of our departed brother, other men

characterized bythe same genuine manliness fine culture, deep Christian

experien-

ces,
lite.

Christian

and

high-toned,

effective,

So the following resolution was discussed
with earnestness, and passed
as the sense of the meeling :

unanimously

Resolved, That we cordially recomniend
the Baptist Unwon as a répreseitative of out
denominational
principles,
esteeming
it
worthy of hearty support on account ot the
ability of its articles, the freshness and full-

ness of its religious

news, and

its ‘marked

spiritual tone, in which it will bear condpar-

iSon with all similar papers; that we endorse the policy which gives a unity to its
columns, in seeking to unite the various

branches of the great Baptist family ipto a
closer fellowship on a liberal basis, by Which
we believe that the interests alike of divine
truth and our particular deuomination will
be best subserved.
The meeting was well attended through

all of its sessions;

Manyof the brethren

and sisters seemed anxious to keep this an-

nual feast of our people.

tid

+Our Foreign Missionaries, Home Evangelization, and the Memorial Fund were

tion; and, mainly through its influence, remembered with warm and full hearts,
have the ratos been kept where they were ‘which expressed earnest words tf their be-

‘Sometime ago fixed,and where they are like- half,
ly for sometime tg remain, The fare to New | Rev.
Rev.

LX ilooxPAIK was received as, cor
If (hete is any | Yorkis $15 and. to. other terminal! points respondindM
egate from the Qatario X. M;,

city in the world mote thoroughly "misgov-. Eastin
erned than Chicago, we should

work, and

known as the * Friendly Inn,” and hereto- some good done, and certainly the personal

Philadelphia, gave cheering indications of a,
The industrious and really deserving seek
substantial growth in the free communion
such occupations outside as they may find,
sentiment of that denomination.
Their apand thus a portion of the year render thempointment bas, however, raised a bood
selves independent of the nation's care.
deal of a storm, the Examiner & Chronicle

veturned to the

held in ,

fore called the ‘* Stranger’s Home.”
A
reading room isto be added, and religious
instruction and counsel given the jumates

Prince Consort, then in his last illness, the
Queen asked him to read it, saying she
thought the language and spirit harsh and
peremptory. The Prince, concurring with
her in opinion, subjected the despatch to
erasurcs and interlineations,
in which
form it was

was

ally of their means to sustain it, whenever

on the

mier. In relating this to Sir Henry Holland,

last session

the H, M. Society we are more than ever
convinced that the churches are in sympathy

Union, have

startled and displeased at the idea of a war
with America. ' Taking the despatch to the

amended

The

sought places successfully in other cities
away from old companions and (emptations.
The managers have recently increased
their ability to do good, in assuming the
moral supervision of an institution to be

ice.

Rev. A. H, Huling, Manager.

resist

of Mason

Majesty

Y.

In this visit to the East in the interest of

Cheering letters have already been received
from several who, reformed and
placed

the privcipalship of this institute, and will
that begin his duties with the fall term. This is more a howe at that country’s expense was
direction during.the first year of the war, puiting a good teacher in a good school, and just, and the grateful thing to do.
and says that on two occasions Her Majes- the results oughtto be of the-best kind.
The
complaint comes now, however,
land.

N.

Lawrence. The attendance was not large,
but a good degree of interest was manifestdlers, or, what is the same,by their agents. ed. Resolutions onthe various benevolent
The ‘* People's Party,” whichis made up of objects of the day were discussed and passthe above elements, largely, including the ed; also one in reference to the death of
saloon interest, have been guilty of a good Bro. Day ; und one commending the publi-.
deal of misrule frem thé first, but of late, cations of the Printing Establishment. On
especially in the administration of the Po- the last some logical and pointed remarks.

passuge :
We have heard in the ‘court-rcom, or
read the published Jeports, the testimony
offered in support of these charges, with the lice Department, have grown insnfferably
were made by Bros. Fuller and Moshier.
advantage of knowing by our: residence worse. Under a new charter, provided
The brethren heartily endorsed the cause of
here the social standing and the credibility
of those principally concerned
n° the for in a law of 1872, and claimed to have missions, and generously subscribed and
tase
as parties and witnesses. None: ‘heen adopted recently,some additional pow- paid for one shave of the thousand dollar
can be more jealous than ourselves of the’ ers are given the Mayor and common coun- fund for the Freedmen. The social meethonor of our sacred calling, or less willing’ cil. Among other things the power to reings were spirited and well attended, the
to uphold as a minister of Christ one on
whom justly rests a shade of dishonor,
It move the Board of Police Commissioners is sermons that we heard were good, and on
This has just been done; the the whole we should think that the session
is because we believe you to have heen the granted.
object of a wicked conspiracy, directed as Board refuse to be removed, sue out an in- was equal in interest to former ones, and
much against the cause you serve as against Junction, and the matter will probably be will be a blessing to the church with which
your own person, that we hold it to be our unsettled for weeks to come.
To comph- it was held. The Yearly Mceting has an induty to God, as well as to our fellow-laborcate
affairs
the
legality
of
the-election
by crease of ministerial strength in Bro. H. S.
ers in his cause, to declare our conviction,
after a full ‘and careful scrutiny, of the which the new charter was adopted is dis- Ball, who has recently accepted the pastorputed and is ow in the courts for adjust- ate of the church in Harrisburg,
falsity ol’ the monstrous charges alleged
.
against you by bis enemies and yours,
ment.
Meantime, rogues and adventurers
The
church in Lawrence is weak and has
of all classes take courage and carry things many obstacles to contend with, but there are
MEVORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Rev. George to their liking with a high hand.
a few faithful members who with their pastor
T. Da) was held in high
esteem by the
are strivihg to build up the cause of Christ.
English Baptists, among w
he had sevThe Ellenburg church is gaining a permaeral
vdry
dear friends.” The General
Tae
Woman's
TEMPERANCE UNION, nent position through the untiring and sacri;
Baptist Wsso., held during the last week Fresh evidence of the usefulness of this orficing labors of its pastor. We should say
of June, in Wisbech, adopted the following ganization is daily presented in the History
that some of the churches are gaining in
Resolution:
>
of its work in Cnieago.
Under the direc- strength, others losing. The
church in
Resolved, That the General Baptist Association
tion of its managers it has been the expo- Lowyille is passing through trials, and at
assembled at Wisbech, hear with unfeigned sur. nent of an aggressive enthusiasm,
not ofim- present have suspended their meetings. * It
row of the lamented decease of Dr. G. T.. Day,
pyacticable fanaticism. The work has thus is to be hoped that this church, located ina
of Boston, Mass., whose fraternal visit, nine
far followed the channel of pure gospel ef- pleasant and enterprising village, will yet
years ago, as a deputy from the Freewill Baptists, of America, is remembered with much
fort, and Christianity
has been exalted as ‘arise and become a power for good. This
thankfulness
and pleasure. Uniting with their
the
source
and
instrument
of all true tem- Y. M, is strongly denominational and will
brethren in America in high appreciation of Dr.
Daily prayer meetings at in years to come exert a greater influence
Day's seryices fo the church by his labors in the perance reform.
ministry and in religious literature, cherishing a three in the afternoon are held in lower
fade several acquainlively recollection of his excellent qualities of Farwell Hall where the inebriate is made than at present.” We
tances whose memory we shall “cherish in
character, his devout and earnest spirit, his
genial nature, his rare gifts of mind and utter- welcome and surreunded ‘with an atmos- the funre with pleasure.

froexceed, Happ
only greater activity. into mission work, but
far
ter heart power into all labortfer souls.
JAAN WY |
‘hee Secretary will Turuish if free on applica-

| ings in London last week, at which numerous testimonials of esteem and gratitude
——THE TREASURY , ACCOUNT.
Doubtless were adopted. 1Itis gratifying to know that
no one had ever supposed that counting.the so many of their converts throughout the
money in the U. 8. treasury, on the advent kingdom
are proving “steadfast.
One
of the new treasurer, was going to reveal strong
objection
that
the
English
any wantof faith on the part of General have made against their work will be
Spinner. ‘And yet itis a bit surprising to removed if it appears that the converts
be-told that every dollar is accounted for, ‘weré not the victims of excitement,
In
Land that, so far as his hongy isagoncerned, spite'of charges of insanity, sensation, and
there has notin all these years been the timé-serving, freely made by portions of the
Joss of @ cent. ‘We have become so acous- English press, results are showing that the
tomed to deficits in such cases, that a really work was really of God, and we have no

| actual condition ‘of: the: public integrity.
We ourselves re in part to blame; hecatise

~——SYMPATHY FOR MR. BEECHER.
A letter, signed it is said by clergymen of all denominations in Brooklyn, bas been address-

Thurlow Weed publishes a letter in the: NN.

fusal

of ** infullible™ 'Hterpretaiion honest public officer surprises a geod oy |
persons, It is too bad that it is so.
Bol
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us never
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and Slidell was read by Lord Palmerston to
the Queen, and the consequences of a re-

for a people existed,.and, whether Papal or

s

we

As for the second question, we should sj | the loss.

Indians, which he says is disgracefully
fraudulent. He refers to the Sioux tribe,
and
makes his statements on personal
knowledge.
He has no faith in the sinceri-

a question

Let

we can.

er, that finite beings should differ

either case, there is simply
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not strange, therefore, it is inevitable, rath-

on relig-

| sttength to'the'work.

Ine that these should be no betting nor riotfactory, as it is to let it involve the labor of ing at the regatta. Let the public spirit. of
a good many more persons in doing itiaf | owr communitybe such that,though we lose
home. . If the milk isn’t going to be taken everything for ten years, we may leave the
care of at all, then it is another matter, field and say we have not lost our honor. In
saccess the same. Let us do our best to
And so it is if it is going to be considered maintain a reputation for manly forbearas establishing a regular department of: ance.
It.is excellent to have a giant's
secular work on the Sabbath, like operating: | 8tfength, but it is tyramnous to use it as a

[feel-

found

sympathies.

work be done quietly

crookedness, and

hardly yet in condition to invite the millennium. . But Chicago,
with plenty of
churches, no lack of brains, and a majority

even

Home Mission Chit-Chat.

moral

ple who cry so lustily to be let alone in the

intercollegiate muscular contest at Saratoga
last week was a splendid affair. The row- | ed to Mr. Beecher.
ing was skillfuly done,

Is it right to carry
‘factory on Sunday ?

REGATTA.

St. Louis is chargeable with some

exercise ol so-called rights, refuse to
others alone in the exercise of theirs,

let

Denominational News md Notes,

know it,—on the principle that misery loves
company.
New York is bad enough, even
with its Tweeds and Connellys weeded out.

be glad

to

pd ed

Office Editor.

fanatical brother Irishmen,and a serious
riot ensued. The affair is being investigated. Iu shows how persistently those peo-

A

G. F. MOSHER,

21, 1875.

occasion of a fierce attack upon them by
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the exer- Fader blighted under the foul breath = of susfling
ent denominations of Christians wili exist.
men away on the emptiest charges. If we
When
human nature is changed by its would reform ourselves in this particular,
Author, then, and not until then, may we. Land hold men up till it became plain that
look for the ideal church of the visionaries, they deserved to go down, it would be
and which, just mow, is the impossible
helping a good deal towards mending the
one.
matter.
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Carr is still laboring as a missionary in this Q.
M. Hisefforts among us are valued very high

by loving

hands from his house to the ch

and seem-

The Cumberland Presbyterian church

look- ly and we feel thathe is doing much to bring
ing over the river to the promised land, his
nners to Christ, Amount of collection, $11.14,
was pail over to}
heart secined filled with the love of God as he ‘which by vote of conference
Rev. J. W. Carr as our Q. M. missionary.
officeby ordaining Bro. Clark to the gospel min- encouraged Christians to faithfulness, an
UN, Gavvoy, Oferk, ©
sinners’ to come to Christ and Tink of at
GRIESE El
istry. The exercises were as follows:
e
fountain
‘of
eternal
life
that
flows
from
th
said “It is good 10 be here.” «iii
Anthem by the choir; Reading the Scriptures, throne of God. The prayer of Christians of
Rev. C, G. Andrews received a collection
RENSSELAER Q. M.—Held its June session at
Mr, Parkhurst, Methodist, of Hyde Park; this Q. M, is thathe may be restored to -health
Rev.
'Collec812,
of
for our gause in Tennnesee
Y., with a branch of the
and spared to us for many years,
collection Hoag Corner,
Hymn
by
the
choir;
Prayer,
Rev.
Mr.
Barton;
Stephentown & Nassau church, The session
tion for missions, $78.71,
was
taken
on
the
Sabbath
for
his
benefit,
choir;
Morrisville; Hymn by the
of
Methodist,
attended throughout and quite largely:
L. B. STARR, Clerk. { Sermon, Rev. MW. Clark,of Strafford, father’ of amounting to over fourteen dollars. We were ‘was well Sabbath,
The conference was one of
the
with the presence and labors of Revs on
favored
Bid
i
the candidate ; Ordaining Prayer, Rev. L. Sar- StClare, from the Strafford, and J. W. Burgin, unusual interest, = There was a great desire for
the success of the meeting,as it was the first of
:
gent; Charge, Rev. J. W. Burgin; Hand of Fel- from the Huntington Q. M.
Foreign Mission,
the kind ever held in that place. ‘The preaching
The
next
session
will
be
held
with
the
East
the
to
lowship, Rev. H. G. Corliss; Charge
to which marked attention was paid, was earnest
Orange
church,
Oct,
16+=17.,
The
following
church, Rev. L. Sargent; Welcome to the peoand faithful, The covenant meeting on Saturlegates to the Y. M.:
EXTRACTS FROM MONEY LETTERS.
were chosen as
by
day afternoon was a season of deep feeling, and
Benediction
,
Baptist;
J.
A.
Hall,
Mr,
Peaslee,
Rev.
C.
A.
ple,
Preston,
D.
L.
R.
Rev's
Those engaged in the mission ‘work are
made upon the
H. F. Dickey ; Bro's E. M. Collins, we trust a good impression was
and
Dutton
the
candidate,
One united with tha church. Minispeople.
. somelimes very mueh encouraged by the
J.
H.
Shepard,
C.
Dickey,
J.
Robie.
‘J. W, Buraiy, Clerk of Council,
ters present : Rev's E. B, Collins, I. B. Coleman,
Colleztions for Missions,
$16.38,
money letters received, over and above the
Wm, H. Fonerden and J. B. Randall. ConferC.
D
.
Buracix,
Clerk.
cash they enclose, which,by the way,always
’
ence votedto take $256 from the Q. M. treasury,
Bates College.
helps our feelings and the cause. One
to add'to the Sabbath collection, to be equally
An esteemed correspondent sends & commu. Laraverre Q. M.—Held its last session with divided between the Home and Foreign Sociebrother enclosing $42.78, says:
nication touching the college and several other the Warren church, Our churches were largely ties, making in
afl, $356.39. Delegates chosen
This, with the aniount forwarded in April, interests, from which we extract such items as represented. Our brethren came to Warren as to the Y. M.:
Revs J. Elliot und Wm. H.
_makes a trifle more than three times our have not lately appeared in the Star. Speaking Christian workers, having the cause of God in Fonerden. Reserve; Rev'sI. B. Coleman and
apportionment. We have a system for of the pledges made to the college by Mr. Bates, their hearts. The spirit of the Master seemed butto E. B. Collins,
abound, Pastoral changes leave us with
Next session with the Poestenkill church,
raising about two-thirds of the amount.
hesays:
We hopethe Boscobel
M.
Q.
1. B. CorLevay, Clerk.
the
in
pastors
‘two
contribupersonal
of
result
the
is
rest
The
Mr. Bates considers it proper that the re- and Wayne churches will lose no time in securtion, and of the collection taken June 6, ac- maining
$30,000 needed to complete the condi- ing for themselves ministers.
cordingto the vote of the R. I. Association. tion on which
he was to pay his second §100,Gipson.Q; M.—Held its June session with the
Next session with the York Prairie church,
‘We thank God, who is doing so much for
large,
do

us in the salvation of souls, that we can

a little for those who live in heathen lands.
Another sends from Maine:

Money not all collected yet, bat I will
wait no longer, but send what I have now,
and the rest when received. Our church
sends $33.96. Shall raise the entire appor2
tionment, and I think more.
From the backwoods of Maine, the following is received:

jo

I herein enclose seventeen dollars for the

Foreign Mission, from the church in this
place, which is all I am able to get for the
present.
I feel a strong interest in the
mission cause, and although a church may
be poor, which is the case with this church,
I believe the surest way to temporal prosperity, is to bring all the tithes into the
treasury of the Lord, of the first and best.
The tollowing is from a robust friend of
the Mission:
» The last Sabbath in June I preached on
the subject of Foreign Missions, and circu.
lated envelopes to be returned the mext
‘Sabbath. July 4th on opening the envelopes
1tound the amount $50.51. In one was
found a dollar with this little note:
.

“Iam achild ten years old. Last summer I
raised some squashes and sold them for two dol' lars. Igave a part for Home Missions, and a
part I now give for Foreign,”

May Heaven bless’ this little missionary.
Let us have others.
'

C. OQ: LapBy..

Bates Theological Seminary.

,“

A meeting of the alumni of this, Seminary, was:
called at Lewiston during commengement week,
for the purposeof organizing. an alumni assoeiation." Prof. John Fullonton was chesen; chair" man and Rev. A Given, Sec.
re
The preamble and constitution adopted were
as follows:

of the

students

and former

alumni
n “ We, the

ready formed, of promoting unity of doctrine and

min-

oroughness of Christian and

sterial culture, and especially of contributing to

the highest efficiency und success of said Semina-

ry, do, for these purposes. form ourselves into an
asadiation, and: adopt the following econstitu-

on:
:
ART. I. This organization shall be ealled the
Alumni Association of Butes College Theological Seminary.
. ART. II. The members of this Association

ministers as were connected as teachers or students with Free Baptist Institutions previous %o
the establishment of said Seminary in the year
The1340; and 2d, all that may graduate io said
olozical Seminary SubseqHently to the present
vear of 1875; together with such evangelical ministers as may hereafter have received their Theologi¢al training in said Seminary, and shall be
elected by a two-thirds vote of all the members
present at any annual meeting of the Associa-

E. J. DoyLE.
our Zion.
Minn, is
church,
Champlin
&
Anoka
The
prosperous under the labors of Rev. C. L. Russell. The first Sabbath in June, six were baptized, and others are awaiting the performance of
the duty.
We learn that Rev, J. B. Drew has accepted
a call to

The

of

constitution

the

church.

state

manner of calling

what the officers are to be, the

the sunual and special meetings,the number nec‘essary to constitute a quorum, &e.

The following
John Fallonton,
by, D. D.; Sec.,
Historian, Prof.
Hayes,

D.

D.,

officers were elected: Pres.,
D. D.; Vice Pres., Hosea QuinRev. Arthur Given; Treas. and
J. A. Howe; Ex. Com., B. F.

Rev.

J.

8.

Burgess,

Brackett,
Voted, That the

Sec.

send

ST
to the

Rev.

Morning

be known who are members.

A.GiveN,

Sec.

Ministers and Churches.
"Rev.

A. E.

Boynton

has accepted a call

from the Newfield, Me., church,

The continued poor health of Rev. J. Malvern, of the Chicago church, has rendered a two
months’ vacation necessary, In company with
President Durgin, Rev. A. A. Smith and Treasurer Reynolds,

to become their

pastor, and has commenced his labors.

with

of Hillsdale,

Minn., Rev. H. N,

Tama

church,

June

18—20.

mencement of the session, the prospect was fair
for a good meeting, ‘but owing . to the heavy
rains, the meetings Saturday evening and Sun
day were very thinly attended.
Next
17—19.

Sept.
church,
session with the York
It is hoped the churches will be fully

répresented.

H. H. WiTHINGTON,

Clerk.

at

Gilbert's

Mills,

4--6.

June

A collection of $25.13 was taken

The

Q.

M.—Held

The
total, $61.51.
adopted :
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0,
which have been
fru
the
of
some
J ¢1joyed,
h at West popsham, June 18-2
churc
the
a
gathered into the church, thirteen having united Owing to the storm of Friday, there was butwas
ation
deleg
the
day
Satur
ace
,
large
The:
dance
letter.
atfen
by
some
in
and
siori
‘few
“yy, profes
-one quite full, all of the chs rches being represented.
.cessions to the church last year,—nearly

public

all

Catholic

Societies

WM Blackheads or KFleshworms,
use Perry’s Improved Come
—th,
done and Pimple
Medicine, or conGreat Skin

|,
7

Daily

services

SALERATUS.—Umversally

the best in use.

‘name of JAMES PYLE.

Each

Walter Baker& Co.

the

CRUSHED

Oui1o & PENN. Y. M. will hold its next session
with the 1roy church, commencing Friday, Sept. 3,

Always

Uniform,

WRIGHT

GILLIES & PROTHER,

LED

Family Favorite

y SEWING

Post

MACHINE!

Z. A. BANKER,

Clerk.

Benevolent

Societies

oir
St.

Ofilce

church,

hine ever was, or ever :
that in so short a time’
ceess; as
le, Easy

NG ig

mg.
BAL
;
should buy a machine without first examiningit. Our

Manchester,
ER ORDER.

runs without noise, and is adapted to both Family
and Manufacturing purposes.
Special inducements to agents.

Rev. A. E. Boynton, Newfield, Me,
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Letters
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NO.
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G.

NEW

Addresses.

I Tootlaker. Strong,

Now Yor’

on THE

M. will be held with the

of

Whole.

SUCCESS

J

they expect to

will be promptly met and cared
0. D. Parca, Clerk.

Anniversaries

N

.

;

OH1o River Y. M. will be held with the Mt
Hope church, within the bounds of the Little Sciote
Q. M.. ec rmmencing Aug. 13, at 2, P. M,
3123
THOMAS K. PEDEN, Clerk.

*

Economieal,

2623

Western R. R., where they will be'met by friends,
and transported to the place of meeting. All delegates and others who expect to attend should address the committee of Arpangement sy Mr. W.W.
James, Grove, O., stating their revi: My the day,

.

COFFEE.

QUALITY.

POR SALE DY ALL CROCE

at 10 o’clock,A.M Persons coming
by rail will Jeave
the cars at Garrettsville, on the Atlantic & Great

will be held with tae Pine
N. H.;in Uctober.

‘

CILLIES'

JAVA

Sept. 10.

MASS.

DORCHESTER,
269

* Notices and Appointments,

Janesville ehurch, commencing

Arabes

des

Racahout

is an excellent food for invalids, and unrivaled in
. All the above are for sale by Grocers and
deli
ers thronghout the country:
Spice

et
reeceend

BLUE EARTH VALLEY Q

and those

afilicted with weak nerves.

The Wells Tea Company, who advertise in our
columns, are old Tea Dealers, and a thoroughly reliable Company.
3

The

Their

Cocoa

Breakfast

is the great desideratum of Dyspeptics

None genuine without it.

train on which

BL

and at

at the Paris and Vienna Expositions,

ace

pound bears

for
prep-

the Principal Exhibitions of the World, over all
"
competitors.
They now make the FINE ST VANILLA Choco

late and the German Sweet Chocolate,

PYLE'S DIETETIC

‘

have received the HIGHEST MEDALSall

arations

named
Hymn and Tune Book.
It contaims 728
hymns and 324 tunes, and is adapted to congregtion:
al singing, or social worship. Price, $1 per copy,
80 cents by the dozen, and 73 cents each for 50 or
more.

they

manufacture

xcellence and puriey has wdn
utation, and t their various

it a worlgd-

TRIBUTE OF PRAISE.
We ate now ready to fill orders for the above-

and

of their celohaated

there

dence of conversjon.

arrive,
for.

AGO
e

Chocolate, Cocoa
Broma.

was, at the close of May, an enrolled membership ot 309, The average attendance daring the
month, was 278; 78 of them are reported as hav.
ing ceased from
idolatry, and 45 as giving e€vi-

and, if’ possible, the

;

& CO. be

BAKER

WALTER

In the Chinese mission schools of the American

knowledged

+

49 Bond’ 8t., New York.

100 YEARS.

are held in

Francisco,

sult.

*

AND THE BES
THE OLDEST
IN THE WORLD.

it.

Missionary Association, at San

!

4m20 Sthp

'W. D. Rutledge, an earnest layman of Union
Methodist church, in St. Louis, has taken the
lead in erecting a tent on Seventh St. and Washington avenue, in that city, for religious services.
1t is designed, when the canvas is all spread, to

seat 1,500 persons.

7

DR. B. C. PERRY,

whose

who fail to commune quarterly.

Mv.

CO.

MACHINE

SEWING

WEED

)
JAS. H, FOWLER, Manager,
No. 533 Washington Street, Boston.
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Imple and Powerful.
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Miss Tattle, Colebrook Ohio,

Everybody is reading it !
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Cures Neuralgia, Face Ache, Rheumatism, Gout.
as
Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipel
Bruises or Wounds of every kind in man or animal.
s.
« GILES’ IODIDE OF AMMONIA is, in my {ndguienthe
the best femedy for neuralgia ever put before
assured

Giles’ remedy did I find any

relief.

I take

I desire always
pleasure in saying this, inasmuch as
to be a benefactor of the human family.P. CORBIT,
WM.
i
Extension.”
Chafrman ofthe Methodist Church
451 Sixth Avenue,
No.
Depot
Sold by all Druggists,
1mi8

New York.

Only

50c. and

$1 per bottle.
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dom is vue hundred millions of dollars.
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LM,

is stated that according to statistics obtainSpaniards
ed from . Protestant sources, 30,000
to Protestantism since
converted
have been
1868.
eries inThere are 1,600 convents and monast
Belgium.
in
nuns
and
monks
habited by 21.000

church settlement,
colony their scattered
try. |

Mission.

Mineral ch,

It

up very inviting grounds
for camp-meeting purposes.

Me.

Paloma ch, Ill, per J 8 Dinsmore,
ig
Terra Hate ch, 111,
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Fem. Home Miss, Soe, Hancock
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RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

was
following resolution
;
our churches
recommend

5. Do

children from the

at which malt or spirituous liquors are sold, or

session

afflicted ‘son and daughter with the earnest
We felt his
that their grief may be one of the all
istered to about 200 communicants.
prayer
the Lord's
shall work together for their everthat
that it was blessed to cdme around
things
and
fhe H. FARR, Olerk.
table and feel that it was our Father's table
“lasting good.
ht. God
all of his children had ‘one common Ti
come to
hasten the day when all Christians will
table,
s
Lord'
the
is
it
that
gee
1C, H, Strong, Clerk.
+.
a »w

“A

members, or any of them, send their children to
the public schools, or who give balls or pic-nics

Clerk.

B. A. GURNEY,

6—8:

was admin.

after preaching, the Lord's Supper

}
says:

Bishop Baltes, of Alton, Ill., bas placed under

made
tion of Bro. A: N, Eldred to the ministry,
the session unusually interesting:

CUMBERLA
The session was
with the church in Portland.
Collecone of general interest and harmony.
Mistions : Foreign Mission, $23.84 ; M. 8S. H.

$20.00; for Rev. A.

his

take:

his Episcopal ban

pril 23—256, Most of the churches werg, well
and
represented, Some good reports; lively’
ordinaprofitable meetings of worship, with the

ColWe learn that Mr. A, L. Morey, of Bates
the
supply
to
Conn,,
lege, goes to Westford,
r vacasumme
the
during
place
that
in
church

((Me.) church,. We understand that
gaged during the sumer vacation.

church to
schools,”

CALHOUN & NORTH BrANCE Q. M.—Held its
church,
Ast session with the St, Joseph’s River

for the bene-

its

and south-west.

prominent. Roman Catholic citizen of Dayton
united with the Episcopal church last Sunday,be.
cause he would not accede to the demand of his |

Next session with the Bradford clurch, com{
mencing September 17, at 1, P.M,
B. S. GERRY, Clerk.

fit of the Q. M. Domestic Mission Society:
M. 8. SCRIBNER, Clerk.
ND

south

portions of our country,
The Dayton (Ohio) * Journal”

without baptism, therefore,

P. M., at 2 o’clock.

er with Rev's H. Gravesand O. Pitts, preached
the word acceptably to large and we trust interested congregations. Rev's J. Welch and H,
Graves were chosen delegates to the Penobscot
Y. M.—Brothers J. Wyman and J. Haskell
substitutes. M. S, Scribner was chosen Q. M.
Clerk in place of O. Pitts, resigned.

sion,

the
Oswroo Q. M.—Held its last session with
church

C. HuruniN, Clerk.

The rechurches were all well represented.
to take quarterly collections for indigent students
A good degree of re- who are studying for the ministry.
ports were encouraging.
The
ligious interest pervades the churches. harNext sestion at W. Falmouth, .
with
J. M. Bamey, Clerk.
business of the session was dispatched
sting
intere
were
ngs
mony, and the social meeti
by
to
tion.
ed
listen
was
and profitable, The preaching
with
All felt at
CRAWFORD Q. M.—Held its last session
Rev. E.
large ‘and appreciative audiences.
11—13.
June
,
the
Geneva
in
ken
the
of
church
hasta
the
one
Me.,
e,
Fayett
Jeremian Tuck,of
Losee
the close of the session it had been
H. Higbee, of the Ash, Q. M. and Rev. A.
r, nearly most interesting in the history of the Q. M.
present and
were
M.,
Morning Star from the first numbe
Q.
gton
Washin
h,
the
churc
from
with the Phoenix
letter in a
Next session
adding much to
fifty years ago, and has written a
* preached the word with po wer,
A. EB. Wivsox, Clerk:
Sopt. 3—56.
,
iption
The conference
subscr
g,
his
meetin
ing
the
of
renew
t
interes
hand,
the
plain, steady
:
ing
follow
the
I am 95 years old.”
and says,
June ses- passed
taken
Barry & Areca Q. M.—Held its
Whereas, Rev. P. Reardon has been
the Conin,
e,
evill
Middl
of
e
Viliag
the
death, therefore,
in
by
gion
us
from
of
L. Bent- gregational
meeting-héuse, It was a union
Resolved, 1.' That this Q. M. and the cause
We are sorry to learn that Rev. M.
has so far meeting with them, the Methodists and F. Bap- Christ on earth has lost a devoted Christian
M.,
Q.
Vt.,
,
ngton
Hunti
the
of
on
‘ley,
lWe had a very; intepesting meeting
, one that will be much missed, especia
tials have tists.
Norton, worker
‘misbehaved himself that his creden
our Q. M. sessions.
from
Saturday, and on Sunday, Etder E, W.
ly
, and
to
been called for.
of Sparta, preached to a crowded house
2. That we extend our heartfelt sympathies
_—

ly in the north-west,
WR

Resolved, That we regard it as unscriptural,
unnecessary and unjustifiable, and that “we reeommend brethren to stand by our formér usages,
and receive none but baptized persons to full
membership in our churches.
Collection for missions, $8.86.
Next session of the Q. M. with Mineral church.
Opening sermon by Rev. M. G. Pett, Friday

favored with the counsels and labors of Rev’s A.
Strout, Cor. Mes, from the Sebec Q. M., and E.
Harding from the Ellsworth Q. M.,who, togeth-

weeks.

aged 52 years

sents the religion, sentiments and work of near”
ly a quarter of a million of people; located manin-

Troy Q. M.—Held its last session with the | Spree Q. M.—Held its June session with the
Letters
church at East Troy. The churches were nearly Charleston
18—20.
June
church,
all represented and a very good season enjoy- were received from all of the churches, most of
:
ed.
which reported an increasing interest, a few are
Next session with the Troy & McIntyre in a low state.
All the churches except one rechurch, commencing the fourth Friday in Sept.
schools. We are increasing in
Sabbath
port
O. F. Rossixs, Clerk.
members and we hope in the Christian graces.
While we regret the removal of two of our beloved brethren in the ministry—Rev. Thomas
SPRINGFIELD (Me.) Q. M.—Held its last’ sesThe business Kennedy, to Houlton, and Rev. H. Graves, to
sion at Lee Village, June 25—27.
of conference was conducted in a spirit of love ‘Springfield, we rejoice in the coming of others
to
showing a good degree of interest in the cause of to fill the vacancies; Conference voted
‘the Master. The meetings for worship were
change the Jan, session to the 3d Saturday and
well attended, and both these and the social
Sabbath in Dec; Father Coombs from Wisconmeetings were made solemn and impressive by a sin was with us, whose words dropped like the
rich display of the Spirit's power. We were
rain and distilled like the dew.

the com-

At

membership

session, will #end it to the next.
Next session at Sandwich Center, commencing

session with the

last

Clerk.

Sanpwick Q. M.—Held its last session at
Tamworth I. Works. ® It - was interesting “and
spiritual, It is requested that those churches
d their assessment to the last
that did ng
August 27, at 1, P. M.

In Portland, Me., May 25, CuARLEs I. NORRIS,

is com-
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Meetings.

Q. M.—Heldits

Fairview

to

pastor, expects

occupy itsnew house of ‘worship in a few

- Quarterly

Michi.
church,

Brouklyn

Herrick,

is

he

others,

northern

of

resting in the pine woods
:
gan.
The Crystal. Lake &

Levi

Star for pubiication, an acconnt of the meeting,
including the substance of the constitution so that

it may

Mich.,

Jackson,

of the

pastorate

the

:

Smithfield
F. W. FoLsox,

Sept. 165/18,

couraged, and we ask the prayers of all who lové

R

ollier articles

y

of the churches. 1st
cheer | Fequest
Next session with

of good

Sunday, May 30, was a day
Mich. Four happy:
to the church in Bruce,
converts were baptized by the writer, assisted by
Rev. I, A. Currier, who enjoyed the privilege of
baptizing his own daughter. Three united with
the church, and others ave expected to unite
soon. The church and pastor are greatly en-

graduates of the said
shall consist 1st, of the
Theological Seminary and its former students
of some
who have u standing in the ministry
together with such
evangelical denomination,

tion,”

y

:

§

¥. Lowe, of Mercer,

posed of 120,000 enrolled members, and repre!

The attendance was
000, should be paid by living donors. The commencing Sept. 3, at 7, p. M.
Jackson church.
L. ¥. Farxuax, Clerk.
interestirig, The church$30,000 should be at once raised by the denomiand the meetings very
ed and manifested comnation. We would not detract from Hillsdale,
es were well rep
In case of the great fire, we hold that instead of,
zeal for the Master's «cause. Bro.
Uxiry Q. M.—Held its Juné session with the mendable
church and Bro.
making divisions, a part to erect buildings, a
We were favored with 1 Geo. Stone, of the Greenfield
Hill.
Unity
at
church
church, were
part to endow Professorships, a part to
ir
of Rev’s H. Small from Elisha DeWolfe, of the Thompson
labors
and
presence
the
the loss, the whole denomination should rally at Prospect, J. Hamilton from Montville, and J. licensed to preach the Gospel.
once to pay the $75,000, which were destroyed
Next session is to be held with Greenfield
Cook from Exeter Q. M's, which added much
by the fire. Just so should they rallyto pay the to
church, commencing Sept, 3, at 7,7. M.
the
interest
of
session.
the
A. D. Consr, Clerk,
$30,000 to meet the condition of $100,000 offerSept. session to- be held with the Dixmont
ed by Mr. Bates. We should accept it not as a
commenCorner,
Mountain church, at Simnson’s
b
buta privilege. . ; . .
cing the first Friday in Sept.
BowpoiN Q. M.—Held its June session with
Theologithe
of
tion
organiza
the
to
Bex. Foee, Clerk.
* Referring
Si
:
the 2nd Lewiston church. The churches were
cal Alumni Association the writer says :Ly
mostly. represented by delegates and letters,
Amount of collection taken for the State MisThe design of the Association is to promote
Exetir Q. M,—Held its last session with the sion, 856.66. ‘The licenses of Bro's E. H. Besse
The
unity and
agth
of effort, to increase the funds church at Newport Village, June 11—13.
renewed, and
both of the Theological School and the. College. churches were nearly all represented by dele- and W. R. - Whittemore were
and B. Sylvester
There is a divine Providence in the arrangement. gates and letters, A good and profitable season Brethiten J. K. forTomlinson
one year. The following
No human arm can stop the increasing forces. was enjoyed. Preaching both practical and in- were licensed
delegates to the Yearly
You might as well roll back the Niagara and structive. The Q. M. passed resolutions on the jpetaciis were chosen
eeting : Revs O. B. Cheney, J. Mariner, J. S.
make its current thunderin the opposite direc- death of Dr. Day, and on the fesignation of Rev.
E. W. Porter, E. G. Page, C. 8.
tion. We trust nio echo will come up from New
N. F, Weymouth, as clerk, tendering him a Burgess, ¥, Penney, B. M. Edwards, A. W.
C:
Frost;
faithful
and
efficient
long,
the
York and Pennsylvania, that there is no re- voteof thanks for
Reade; M. Getchell, and Bro’s S, White, James
sponse to the conditions of the munificent dona- service rendered them.
got N. S. Purinton, -‘F. Brann, and J. N.
Gatland,
in
church
tions at Lewiston. It is the cause of missions
Next session with the
Hall.
)
as well as education, Individual effort is al- commencing Sept. 10.
The September session will be holden with
V.D. SWEETLAND, Clerk.
ready marked, Sister L. Crawford went from
the East Bowdoinham church.
Whitestown, who is teaching from 50 to 100 puA. M. Joxes, Clerk.
pa in India, and colonizing Shes Jas |families
River Q. M.—Heldrits June session at
. 30 any Missiopany tations.
r. Day went N. Fox
seaencouraging
wa¥an
and
Ili,
Kingston,
‘from Whitestown.
Suppose / the ‘FHeological son. Blackberry, Ohio Grove and N.
KingsWALNUT CREEK (Ill.) Q. M.—Held iis June
school had graduated only one ‘student, it may ton churches have pastors and flourishing Sab- term with Pleasant Hill church.
be said as in the fable, «Itis indeed one, but bath schools, and reports increasing
prosperity.
The attendance was not large, but. the meetit is a lion,”
:
:
rt 17 additions by baptism, Ohio ings were spiritual and interesting. Harmony
Kingston
fii
After speaking a grateful and appeciative word .@tove an addition of 20.
prevailed and the letters from the churches indiNext session with the chyrghs Bt Blackberry
cated a healthy desire for increased usefulness.
for the Morning Star the correspondent contin.
Clerk.
L. E. Bixsy,
Station.
Two of the churches,— Walnut Creek and Boyds
ues :
Grove—have become so weak as to seldom reThe
Alumni. Association propose to’ visit’
port to Q. M. The following resolutions were
WATERVILLE Q. M.—Held
its June session
Whitestown w
occasion: requires.
This will
adopted as expressing the sense of the conferbe Puvorable when some Mr. Bates grises to aid in Clinton, and voted to adopt the following reso- ence:
a
usin Whitestown and we build a University lutions :
Whereas, Certain stragglers claiming to be minResolved. 1. That we still feel it our imperative
worthy the name. The successof J, S. Gard-, isters
of Christ, creep into'our churches and sow
raise our apportionment for missions,
ner, the Prineipal, and Miss Belinda M. White, the seeds of discord and thug divide the flock, dutyto
both Home and Foreign; and that we pledge
the accomplished
tress, ‘with their able
ourselves to sustain the work by our prayers as
Associates, warrants'sn Institution” worthy ' of therefcre,
Resolved, 1. That in our opinion it is bad well’as our means.
the central
of the denomination, worthy
or in any way
2. That we rejoice in the success attending
of the first rank in the Empire State, an honor to poliey to encourage such persons
our Foreign Missions, ‘and that we feel it our
bid
them
God
speed.
the Christian name and a blessing to a perishing
to preach,
duty to increase our contributions to meet the
2, 'Ihat we will not invite them
world.
A
nor receive them into our houses except as increased demands.
Whereas, our late General Conference passed
stran,
cd certain _ cirWESTERN.
Also votedto renew no licenses except at the a resolution, recommending, under

The logieal Seminary , de-|
3
Eastern of Free
- sirous
continuing the Christian fellowship alprustice and

ingly standing on the very shore

[

:
8,
11, by Rev. . Seth W . ols
Ju
e., July
of Ke e.,
ercer,
Vey both
Ni
s, Mass., and Miss
of Hoaton,
MrT A Roart

in connection with the Vt. Y. M.,

his enfeebled condition, he was

in Morristown for the ordination of Bro. L. G.
Clark, of that place. A council was appointed,
and on June 30, ‘attended the duties of their

preach with fresh anointing from’ heaven,
The meetings of ‘Saturday and Sabbath
were feasts to all of the saints, and many

y wad
of Nesta,
ofp. June? Mr. Wilber F: Gerr
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Episcopal Sasoh in the

¢ Anoostoox Q. M.—Held its June session Sioty propose to erect another house of wore
We ship.
which held its last session here, and has been “with the Mapleton church, June 256—27.
meeting. Attendance
carried forward through the labors of Rev. had a very interesting
At the late Episcopal Convention of the Diot, prayer meetings. cese of Minnesota, the saldry of the bishop was
ex
A. C. Peuslee (who was soon after called to la- /good, preaching
interest. Rev. Thomas Kinney, increased from $2,600 to $3,000, to enable him to
bor with them), until some eighteen or twenty were seasons of
were added by baptism and others by letter. from the Houlton Q. M., was with usand added secure the service of a secretary.
si
:
session. Rev. J. W.
of theest
‘The presenceof Bro. Peaslee
was im
ve, In muchto the inter

the church

Q. M,, a request was received from
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€x- | | Next seston with Middle Grove a, church:Clerk,
has been no especial revivals the ast Jour, has
YH. G. WoopworT

that he writes from, we can not tell what church
.
he means.

tion, and L. B. Starr to the Genesee Bap:
tist Association,
timely,
ive,
instruct
was
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preachi
All the
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This Baby
p

1

ie

’
The gentleman began to laugh.
“ Well, you don't look ina very taking
condition,” he Said.. ** Did your mother
know you were coming ?"
4

* Yes, sir; she

of Ours.

ir

AA

said

I might

There’s not a blossom of beautiful May,
Silver of Daisy and daffodil gay,
Nor the rosy bloom of apple-tree flowers,

* Fair as the face of this baby of ours,

*¢ J—I—she didn"t—I guess,

You could never find, on a bright, June day,

3

just as

Theres nota murmur ot wakening bird;
:
The clearest; sweetest, that ever was heard

she

seriousness.

In the tender hush of the duwn’s still hours,
Soft as the Iaugh' of this baby-ot ours.

““ Have

you

money

to

notjeand

we

boy, Jobnny ; and if you get tired,

will

back home.”
The mother

the minister.

‘

When his mother told ‘him Uncle

Not even the cob web spread over the flowers,
Fine as the bair of this baby of ours,

added

her

come

cheerful

good

family, the little boy, started ‘with light
spiri

i Literary Review.
QUEEN MARY.
son,

16mo.

take it always at its worst,

A Drama,

Boston:

& Co. 1875.

Price, $1.50,

Why is it, that, on geting a new

that one did.

It seemed

at once

to crown

‘Would not

%

buy so much

) oF

Will

was going to take care of him that morning,

as Georgie had

approached a large house
handsome grounds, where

all

surrounded
they were

by
re-

not dead. We shall do well,if we do not
by com-

mon consent remove the crown

to the literature of the
Subject. It suggests alvood many quest
ions, and
will be likely to awake discussion
in some quar
ters, but not so much probablyas it. would
have
dome

from Enoch Ar-

deu’s head
ceived by two or three richlj-dressed ladie
s, ry. Aud weand place it ‘upon that of Bloody Ma-

He was soov at the garden gate, and as table business

thought, and after going into a number of
;
“/{stores they finally purchased two small
““ Ob’My" was the baby’s name at the oranges and a few stieks of candy. And
start. You see, when Master Georgie was then, when they wenton the street again,

he stood there he heard the people

some time with his plump hand

his

busy

little

brain,

how

very

would be to go over there, and

Afier a good deal of tugging, he got’ the

way

across

the

street

to

the

bis small knees, gazing down into the cra- confidence in-Geor
gie’s ability to keep out. church.
4
:
dle with the utmost surprise and astonish-! of trouble, and waited contentedly
for his
Johnnie got safely across the street, but
ment.
Then, in burst of admiration, he motion.
At last he started up the street it took him a good while to get himself
and
46 58
exclaimedsiif 7)
for some distance, then he turned back ‘the his effects up the meeting-house
6“ Oh

my”.

;

explore a

to

other way, and finally began

;

steps; but
finally, after great effort, much perspiration, and some tearing of his clothes, he
reached the top of the last one. His. face
and hands were pretty dirty, by this time;
but he still bad his bread and butter and
the caue, all right, while papa’s hat clung

Avd Ol My was all the name the “baby side street, but nowhere could he find any
had fora Jeng: time after that, when by object that seemed familiar. On and on

p———

common consent it finally settled down to. they wandered for a long time, until Amy
plain‘ ‘Amy. However,
the ‘admiration beeame so tired that she began to ery, and
Georgie had:so tully expressed at first sight sank down on a door-step. Georgie tried
was kept up, and when the baby was able to encourage hier to go on, but his own
to walk, the two were almost constantly heart failed him, and he sat down beside
together. And the baby became as fond her in despair.
of Georgie as he was of her; wherever
“‘Hulloo ! what is the*matter here »” quesGeorgie went, Amy was sure to go.
tioned a pleasant voice just then, and a
One summer afternoon,” when mamma gentleman stopped before them.
was very busy in the kitchen, Georgie trudgGeorgie recognized the voice at once; it
ed in from the back-yard, leading Miss belonged to Mr. Burton, the cashier of his
father's bank,
Amy by the hand.
‘“ Say, mamma,” he asked, * don’t you
‘¢ Oh, Mr. Burton ! Mr. Burton!” he exguess Amy's picture ought to be took?”
claimed, laughing and, sobbing together,
“Perhaps so; we will have it taken some- ** we're jost.”
time,” answered ‘mamma turning to some
“ Why! Georgie Curtis! is this you?
bread she had in the oven.
How came you here ?"asked the gentleman,
“Don’t you guess maybe I had better in surprise.
‘“ We came to get our pictures took,”
take it
Mamma did not reply; she was taking replied Georgie, and then he told the whole
story,
out the bread and placing it on the table.
Mr. Burton listened and laughed, and by
‘‘ Say, mamma; don’t you guess so?”
** I suppose so,” answered mamma at last, the time the story was told Georgie was
thinking it some new play Georgie had in himself again. A passing carriage was
view. ‘I hope you will make a good pict- | called, and soon the two tired little wanderers were safe at home.
ure if you try.”
And, oh, how glad
* Well, mamma says we may, so come | they were to get there, and how glad mamalong, Awy,” and Georgie took his little ma was to see them! They had been missed, and search made in-every place it was
sister’s hand and passed out into the yard.
Now itis very probable if Georgie's moth- thought possible for them to be.
.
er had known what he intended, she would
But the day's adventure made a profound
not have consented so readily; but as it impression on Georgie, and after supper he"
was she went on with her baking, He sat a considerable time thinking about
knew what he meant to do if his mother did it.
:

not, and still holding

his sister's hand he

passed out a side gate to the street,
‘ Now we'll go to the pictare
man’s, and

get our pictures

took just like big folks,

won't we?” he said,
;
“Yes,” answered Amy, submissively.
To be sure they were not in a very good
pligkt for having pictures taken ; Georgie's
face and’ hands

were

far

from clean,

*“ My being lost to-day makes
of my Bible text,” he said.

me

think

“ What is it ?” asked mamma.
‘“ All we like sheep have
repeated Georgie, slowly.

“Do
you
verse ?”

know

the last

gone

astray,"

part

of

the

Georgie shook his head.

his | [*

Iiis this,” said mamma,

“ and

I

want

clothing decorated with spots of mud, while | you to remember it: ‘ The Lord bath laid
the inig¥ity of us all,’ » —7%e
Amy's face and once white apron told her |on Him
fondness for raspberry jam; but what of Methodist.

firmly to the back of his head.

It was very quiet in the church when
Johnnie got in. The sexton was acleep in
the last pew, and

|

|

not what

the

world

no one seemed to see him

as he rode very quietly up the aisle

toward

bis papa, whom he saw standing up in the
pulpit.
Now, Mr. Ellis was just in the midst of
the long prayer when he became conscious

calls

rich, = but

he enjoys what wealth could not

it he

nice

gate open, baving first put the cane and
bread and butter through the slats, oa to
the side-walk. Mounting his cane, he was
soon on his

is

ian respec.
in an important city. He

is the

esteemed

see Papa sallied name, the happy

and mamma.

Amy did not answer; she had perfect

planted on'

singing

over in the church, and the thought entered

called in to see his little sistef for the first Georgie could not remember which way
time, Aunt Mary asked him :
: they came, They were lost.
“Well, Georgie, what name shall we give
*¢ Oh dear! I don’t know what we'll ‘do
the baby2’
nt
now !” said Georgie, looking anxiously up
Georgie did not answer. He stood for and down the street.

ps.

bearer
father

of
of

give;
an
an

unup-

right family, and an honored and truste
d
member
of the church of Christ.~Sunshine.
:

before,

and

afer

4
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ous
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Sfopph

Si

looking gentleman camer out fro ‘another

Yoon 16 feft the," «* * * 4c
“
little ones!

Tinie

tmm, and where the grea tvorld was little
know.
:
to bring up u.90y. th flay ou, Abe decorA pedd'er who used to travel round. selldion.
fits
ing pretry thisgs 10 ihe country folk took a
i
.
: |
Liking to the litle boy, and icspired shim
A Sede divine : Xe 00% (uy ig
std} i
a strong desire to try bis bund jn trade,
0 Lord) give
neithér poverty With
8’
which,ke told him, was50 mach move profs
|

Dor riches, and
what can 1 do for ‘ment,
he added,
- you I" he asked, looking merrily at his two

very small and very soiled visitors,

‘pafisiog sblemnly a mo:
especially poverty.”
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Hereis one of the 6oolest and most restful
books

that these blistering summer days
have

brought

out. Not only is the muslin in which
it is bound
The AvgestZGalary contains coutributions
grateful to the touch, butas one looks
foto it he from Dir. T. M. Cosn, Justin McCarth
y, Heory
almost feels a sea breeze lifting the
locks from | James, Jr., John G, Saxe,
Miss Wager, and othhis forehead, or a breath from the
hills impart. other well-known writers
, *“ A London Jupe'”
ing vigor and elastic

It well rep-

isa graceful sketchof the soeial, political and

domain of authorship whieh

artistic side of the great metropo
were most congenial to Mr. Drake, | He
—
was not an Ameriéat in that mouth. Dr.lis, as seen by
y
ouly
Coan draws s
a
lover
of
New
England scenery, but he des ‘compar
Frank was a bright little five-year-eld felison between men of thotight and men of
lightedto search among its

low, full of fun, and anxious to make™ him-

self of consequence. Armed with a stick,
he would feel as brave as a lion among the

bens and chickens; and as they
away from this dreadful creature,

scudded
to take

shelter wherever they could find it, he
would say to himself: « I guess.they think
Ia a giant ;” only he pronounced the word
* zhi-ant,” He would even-attack the old
cock, and walk right up to the big turkeygobbler,
/
But tere was one animal which ecaus-

ed Master Frank to quail with

terror,

es-

peciaily when alone and after dark.
Do
you want to know what it was ? 1 will tell
you.

It was a mouse!

Yes, a little, brown

mouse, with his bright eyes, and pretty

pering tail, would make our bold litile

taboy

or to do something, and he had a high opin.

ion of his father's ¢* passes.”

|

old retards, its old
pictures, and its old communities, and
40 write
about the odd and the romantic, aid the
Ju any

action, giving 4 keen analysis of American ebar-

acter. Mr. F. Whittaker contriblités another
historical sketch under the title of * Mohammed

way strikiog chacacteristics that
he found there.
Thus he became familiar with its
bays and coves’

the Iconoclast,” which takes nearly ‘the form of
a vindication of the great prophet of the Bist.

and headlands, from Eastport to Barne
gat, and
Whatever was picturesque or intere
sting in
them

The number as a whole is quite a readable one,
————
Ail

was sure to. catch his eye.
Not only that,
but he was familar with their
history, knew

much of the famous men and
early figured in it, and was

Notes.

The Appletons keep tu presses going on
Sherman's Memoirs, aud yet flad that the demand outruns the supply.
oo

women who had
acquainted with

much of the lore that others contr
ibuted 01 the
general subjeet. Thus he was
prepared to do
Justice to a title such as this book
bears. The
Stories that he has told, the histor
y that he hus
given, aud the numerous illust
rations which gccompany and elucidate them,
unite to make a
thoroughly enjoyable as well as
profitable book,

The mavuscript of Gray’s Elegy has just been
sold in England for a little more than $1000,

At a recent sale at auction of Daniel Webster's
Library, three volumes of * Audubon’s birds of
AmericA” brought $225 per volume.

Joaquin Miller has had his novel accepted
by a
London firm.
It is said to deal largely with
modern Itilian life.

As one reads one is impatient to be at
Mt. Desert,
in Somes’s sound, at Schooner head,
to tuke the
breeze off Pemaquid, to view
the ocean from
Agameaticus, to take blue fish
off Brant’s Point,

-and indeed to be fu all of 4 dozen
places at once,
Tlie

style of writing is clear and
not unpictur~
esque, many of the illustrations
quaint in the extreme, and the quotations from
various prose
and poetic - writers apt and striki
ng.
The me-

chanical features of the book

der, and altogether it is a
property to own,

are of the best or-

very pleasant

piece of

The same publishers issue THE
CHARACTER
AND LoGICcaAL METHOD OF PoLr
ricaL EcoNoMY, by J. E. Cuirnes, LL. D.,"
who basigiven
close attention to the subject, and
has previously
written considerably upon it,
The science of
political economy has eonstantl
been going back
upon itself. That is, it has ad vance
d chiefly. by

contradicting what has seemed before
to be well
established concerning it,
as has already been the ease
likely to welcome and study
The author's statement of
science, as it seems to have
Mill, Ricardo, Malthus, and
to be a practical economist,

Hence this country,
in England, will be
the present volume.
the character of the
been conceived by
others, proves him
and to hold theories

that not only can be stated but that ean be adupt-

ed to the

transactions of actual life,

The

notes

and appendices that accompany it are suffi
iently full, and add to the interest of the book,
Price
$1.50.
7

Tae LADY SUPERIOR, by Eliza
F. Pollurd,
and ISEULTE, anonymous, are new
novels from
the same publishers,
The latter is a French
story, and is wrought with considerab
le skill ang

power...

The price of each is 50 cents,
—

The July

Baptist

Quarterly

is ruther tough

reading for thege dreymy days.
The very first
article pitches squarely into
ga discussion of near.
ly all the religions of antiguity,
comparing them
with that of Christiunity, and
showing how this
excels them all. The akticle
is mainly a review

ol eertain theories get forth by Dr.
John Muir,of
Loudo

n, James Freeman Clarke of
Boston, Prof,
Whitney, of Yale; and Prof,
Moffatt, of Prineos

-

Carl Schurz proposes to write the early histo.
ry of the United States, and is gleaning material
from tie official archives of Berlin.
;

Joseph Hatton is writing a *“ True History of
Punch”—the newspaper,
It will cont:un unpub-

lished letters of Dickens, Thackeray, Brooks and
Tom Hood.
:
Mr. Tennyson,or bis publisher, receives the

handsome sum of $15 000or $20,000 annually
from
composers who make a business of setting
the
Laureate’s poems to music.
Geo. P. Lathrop, the well-known contributor

to the Atluutie,

accepted

Scribner's and .the

Nution, has

the position of as istaut editor on the »

Atluntie,

J

“The Fullness of the Blessing” will ba the
subject and title of Miss Sarah F. Smil. ¥'s forth

coming volume of religious meditations.
The
book of Joshua gives her texts.
Macmillan & Co. will shortly publish
a byok
of autobiographical reminiscences by the
Earl of
Albcinarle,
The book will he entitled ‘“ Fifty
Yeurs of My Life,” and can not fail lo
provoke
criticism,
A History of the Jews in England fs in
preparation by Mr. Piceiotto, who has had
access to

great quantity of bither:o unused

materials,

It

Will be published by Messrs, Trubner
in Sept mber next.
:
Canon Lightfoot bas added a revised
text of

Colossians and Philemon, with

introduction and

notes, to his volumes on Galatians
and the Phil.
lippians, #ud it will soon be issued
by Macmillan

& Co.

Lockwood & Brooks, the new Boston
publishers, announce a series of ** Tales
for Travelers,”
printed in large type so they can
be read in the
cars without impairing the reader's
eyesight,
tach volume will contain a story
by Biwurd Everett Hale,

Messrs, Chatto & Windus,

a volume

read with

Father

London, announce

which,

upon

much

interest—the Final Reliques of

its appearance,

will

he”

Prout, collected and edited from M:8.

supplied by the

family of

the late

Rev. Francis

Mahoney.
;
ton, in- some . wdll-known' Books
Mr. George Smith is writing a History,
which have in
of Bubthe last five years been evolv
ylonia for the Society for Promoting
Christian
thought. In “the first paragraph ed from their ‘Knowledge,
of the article
uniform with the History of Assyrthere is a statement to the effect
that Christiani= Ia already published. The fourth volume of the
£3 bas

89 when he came to the door of the lam.
borrowed nothing from the Gentile
ber-room he flungit wide open and called
relig- Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, 80 anxout: * Ho, Misses Rats and Mice, you canlt.| ions, and needed’ to borrow nothing. That{s fously expected by Assyrian scholars, will ap(saying considerable, all thing
s ¢ensidered. So pear, it may be’ hoped, before his departure for
‘touch me; heres’ my pass.”
| night when he went to bed he helAnd every far ag borrowing implies an intelligent and de- Kou yunjik in the autumn.
Sp
Id out his libe rate selection
pridtion, or conscious
~ Messis, J. R. Osgood & Co. will soon have ocpass to ‘the rats ‘and mice; and “none ‘of imitation, perhaps andtheappro
Statement ‘is

itable than farming: He wanted a boy “to
— Nurser
,y,
assist in carrying his merchandise; add them ever did him any harm

true, The
paper itself is intelligently and
for the most part
candidly written, and takes grou
nd that will gen
érally

What does a stone become when it is Johnny thought it was the: beginn
ing of © Many Who have escaped
be regurded as orthodox snd ten ible. ~In
* We want our pictures took,” answered ‘thrown into the middle of the Dead Sea? great things when
tho rocks of
he was fnvitedto travel) gross
this
numb
sin
buve
Wet, ofcourse,"
been cast away on the stnds tists and er Prof. ‘Hicks cotitinnes his *“8ofen- |
count » X
to with the peddleriu thut
Theologi
capacity.

Guide,” which H.
O. Houghton & Co, publish, closes its first year
with the July number, It has proved. a highly.
useful and valuable publication, aud no one hevjug much to do with post-eflives should tey to do
Without it. It can be obtained at thé post-offices
or of the publishers, Cambridge, Mass.

ENGLAND

Adam

H

of a slight disturbance about him, and a tremble and scream ; and
it he happened to
half-suppressed langh; and at the same
light on several of these pret'y creatures
time he was startled by a little voice piping playing together, you
would have supposed
out, in a high key,
that he had run against a herd of buffaloes.
*¢ Here I is, papa, come to churks? Take | Very silly wasn't it?
:
me up there. I dot some bed and butter for Now every night on his way
to bed Frank
you.”
had 10 pass through a lonely room, where
Poor*Mr. Ellis brought his prayer to za mice and rats would somet
imes peep oul of
untimely end, gave ore helpless look at Lis their holes, and
“Bcamper over the floor,
congregation, and seizing the hymn-500k,
frightening him sadly, and causing him to
gave out a hymn at random, without read- clasp mamma’s hand
more tightly, and huring it. Ie then descended the puipit stairs, ry alongas fast
as possible.
took his ragged, dirty little boy up in his | But ore night
when it came bed-time,
arms, and gave him to the sexton to carry | mamma was
sick up stairs, add no one was
home, and, with as much composure as he with
Frank in the sitting-room but papa,
| could command, returoed to the desk and who was busy reading bis newspa
per.
So
preached his sermon to as wide-awake a the little boy was told
to march up stairs to
congregation as he had ever had.
bed alone,
When the sexton got Johnnie home he | ““O papa!” said
|
he, “ I'm afraid to.”
found Uncle Will just starting out in search | ** Afraid
of what?” said papa.
of (he little ranaway, with rather an alarm* Afraid of the rats and mice, papa, in the
ed countenance,
| big lumber<room.”
When he beard of Johnnie's adventure,he
** Ob, nonsense !” said papa; *“if thas
secretly determined neverto offsr to take all, I'll
soon fix you out.”
care of him again of a Sanday.
So para took his writing materials and
| WhenJohnn:e’s papa and mamma got home wrote this :—
i
they tried to show him how naughty he had To all the rats
and mice in this house, greetin 9
been
;
but
the poor Little fellow seemed so
** You are hereby ordered to let my hit(Te
|
grieved; and persisted $9 in saying he was | boy Frank pass througlf the lumber-room,
Ted
‘eal dood to go churks,” that they had to and all other rooms, at all times. This orforgive
im ; bat were very careful not to der will stand good till countermanded.
{
Any rat or mouse disobeying will be dealt
| leave him alone with Uncle Will again .— With according to law,
Witness my hand
Zion's H rald.
and seal,”
:
Then papa signed the paper, and sealed

It is-berterto be-atone-in-thewnrid-than

T,

resents the spirit and

|

look in at shop.

JOA

s
y author of
: “0id Landmarieal Boston,”
+ Historie Fields
ad

it 10 bis step.

Frank’s Pass.

that? Such trifles were not considered for
it with a big, red seal, and gave it to Frank,
The Gold Necklace.
a moment by the childrer,and they trudged
| who thanked papa, kisse him good-night
=
;
aba
7
down the street very gavely indeed.
Johnny was a bright lad of about {welve and trudged up stairs - without another
Although it was. ‘gaite a dong walk, is an unruly tongue. ‘It bearsa tot smooih- or tilreeen yeurs, He
word; for he had often seen pupa’ give pass.
lived among
the
Georgie knew toda, he haben over it ing-iron aud a kicking horse considera- | green hills, where
ee
to people Who wanted to go somewhere,
bis father had a neat
bly.
1.0

Fe

thought is characterizedby good
common sense,

should also do weil if we did, The
me; and be ‘sure and presented their gay wares,
after a moment's silence, fumbling in his
poem.is one of singuiar power and
ten years ago. The Christian world is
| to leave some bread and butter for him,
Gold
neck
lace
s
Were
then very fushion- It is dramatic, and thus unlike the vividness. rather outgr
in
pocket in a troubled way; ‘‘ but then,” his
owing aua~baptisin.~The closing
character of
case he gets hungry,” said Uncle Will, able, and one of prefay desi
gn ‘was produc- the most of his previous productions. But
face brightening, *‘ my papa will pay for
article is by Dr. Caswell, of Providence
No blush of the sun through Aprils soft
it
“ and I guess we will got along all
, and disshowers
ed
by the peddler, which he offered to the shows that the Laureate has a variety
right
‘em. My papa has got lots of money; as
Pink as the palms of this baby of ours.
as well as cysses.the fature of Africa, The ‘writer thinks
until you come home. Won't we, John. ladies at a great bargain.
‘depth of genius, and that he
that
* the time is not far distant ‘when we
ean work wilh facts
It was the last "in
much as—as twenty doltars, I guess.”
shall
May the dear Lord spare her to us, we pray,
nie?"
creating a poem no less than with
:
of a lot, the said, each of which had fetch
:
or
fancy, The see unmistakable signs of great progress” in that
‘
Indeéd
!
Why
ed
he
must
be
surpri
singly
historical period which he
For many a loge sud sunshiny day,
count
ry,
and
So Johnnie's mother left his calico wrap- him a good price; he
its
event
aal Christianization.—The .
bas here set forth
could therefore afford was one of the most
wealthy,” and the Zentleman laughed again,
Ere he takes, to bloom in Paradise bowers
Baptist body may well be pleased with
important in the later
per on, got the bread and butter ready, and to sell this one with out
,
their *
calculating profit, English annals, and the character of
This ‘Wee bic darling—this baby of ours.
* What is your papa’s name ?»
Quart
erly, for they make it the representative of
Queen
put it where Uncle Will cohld get it easily; and especially as the ladies
Mary
one of the most striking of
considerable power and culture.
had bought sevy‘ Mr. Curtis, and be keeps a bank."
any of the
gave Johnoie his Sunday book, with those eral other articles of him,
he would let them English queens. -But the poet has not hesitat‘ Mr. Curtis! oh yes,I know him.
Wide-Awake, D. Lothrop & Co.'s new maga.
Well,
wonderful pictures of Moses and Aaron
Children’s Calls on Mother.
, have the necklace for two pounds, ten shil- ed to deul with them, Tudeed, their impor- -4.zine for boys and
I will take your pictures.
girls, has made a long advance
I want them Samson killing the lion, and a great
tance
and prominence add greatly
many lings, which he declared to be less than cost
to
the fut) public favor although it has
—
anyhow,” he added to himself; « they look
force and diguity.of the poem
been but a
other men and animals, which were a great [ price. The ornament was purcha
,
Not only does
month on its way, The first number gave
sed, the Mary the unspuring Catho
‘ Mother, the fringe is torn frommy dress!”
so cute standing there.” Then he spoke ‘to
promlic stand at its head,
deligh
t
to
mouey
him;
and
ise
paid,
after
of
Peal
chidrg
and
freshness and vigor,as well as grace
the dealer gravely with- but in her company
ing him
** Mother, my bair is all in a mess!”
the ‘children. *‘ Now remain just as you againto
are Philip of Spain, Princess
and merit, in its conduct; and its success
be a good boy, and not bother drew.
At a little distance from the house, Elizabeth, Cardinal Pole,
‘‘ Mother, the circas came in, this forenoo
or, just
n;
are for a fi
Count de Nouailles,
minutes.”
now received, helps well to fulfill that
Uncle Will, started off to church.
Ma! may I go?—’t will commence very
| however, he burst into a loud laugh,
Cran
promise,
mer,
Court
soon.”
enay,
Lord
and
Howard, and other
The operation was not a Jong one, but it
The
illustr
ations
are generally of an excellent
Johnnie stood at the window, watching | siapping his young companion
distinguished versonzges.
And
* Ma! Katie Howard has got a blue
on
the
not
back,
only
has
was
charac
all Georgie could do to stand still and his papa
the
ter bath in design and finish,—we
sacqule,
poet bsen precisely true to
wish,
aud mamma, as they crossed the | exultingly exclaimed, * There,
(he historical parraAll scalloped and fringed, with a
boy, thats tive,
really, that the artist had made us a
bow
at the keep Amy
from toving about. Indeed street and entere
battor lookbut
he
has
also
paint
ed these persons with
d the. church, which was the wily to do business!
back,
ing
lamb
in
the
That
fronti
necklace the skill of a master
:
spiecs,~and its literary
il was difficult to keep still himself,
How- just opposite the parsonage; and then,
Wiiile I have got nothing but this
as cost me about half-a-crown, and theres not miliar arquaintan and the truthfulness of a fa- coutents are quite worthy of their company,
old red shawl. ever, after
several trials, "the picture was
ce.
These
* May I have a new sacque before the next
quali
ties give the Rossiter Johnson, that prinze of
Uncle Will was reading, thogsbt he would ja bit 0’ gold in it I
fall
unreal but gb.
;
drama not a little of its
successfully taken, when the gentleman
get his book and read too.
| Johnny stood still, staring in amazement of Queen Mary, for instanpower. . The character sorbing story-tellers, opensg the present number
‘* Put a rag on this finger, ma, for
ce, and that of: Pole the] with a ‘tale ‘which shows
said it would be several days before. they
pity’s sald)
ha can bs no less
For a littlé while it was very quiet; Lut | at the aunouncement.
A sharp knife has cut it—ol, how
At length le spoke : Papal legate, are striking illustrations of his absorbing when he tells realthatstories
it does ache!” could have copieste
take home.
.
Miss East”
Georgie
*‘ Ma! do fix this ribbon—the bow
POWEN
Johnni
aid
e
soon
clearn
(**
got
Father
tired
ess
of
even
told
of
Samso
expression,
ame if. I got tired to come
is untied.”
n and:
man’s “ Young Rick” continues bis impro
As un sam.
was a: little disappointed -at not getting the lion,
bable
ple
“ Oh! ma, I fell off from the steps,
of
what
is
in the poem we would like to
and began to be uneasy, and teazed | home, and I believe I'am tired
adventures, and Dr. Chapin contri
on my side m
now. Good- quote the portion
butes a biothem right away, but he said rothing, and
which
“op
relate
s
Uncle
graphi
the
Will
cal
overt
to ride him on his foot.
sketchof Dr. Franklin, which is fitting
hrow of
m hungry! Aiw't dinner most
Now | by.” And handing the pack which he ‘car. the Queen,
ready? Ob, turned to go.
and also that masterpiece of
:
.
ly illustrated.
| Uncle Will had grown very sleepy over his | ried (o its owner, he
The poetry, the verses for the
amas
dear}?
ic
coldly
descr
iptio
turned
n,
away.
the
scene at the burnivg of Crane
“ Wait a moment,” said the gentleman,
little folks, the “ cooking-club,” and all
** Mothef, the baker has come? Just Took
book and thought he would lie down on
the conIt
was
here I”
now.
the peddier's turn to be as- mer.
;
tents in fact have that harmonious
taking some money from his pocket, ™ here | the lounge, and
*¢ Motler, Fwdsh you wonld button my
mingling of
frock.”
take a lite nap; so he | tonished.
The
poem
takes
The
a
lively
laugh
intere
was
st frm the fact sense and jingle, instruction and éntert
chanzed to an
“ Mother, while wading T lost my
ainment,
blue sock |” *| is ten cents to buy candy with.”
gave Johnnie a Lig piece of bread and but- | expression of
concern, and, following the that it, presents so truthfully and u sparingly Which bids fair to inake Wide. Awake a desirable
‘
You're
just
the
nicest
kind
of
a
picture
those
portions of the history of Catho
ter,
But if I should try all the calls now
to’
keep
him
quiet:
and
|
boy,
lying
and
he.use
down,
useful
licis
d every argument to induce him which
companion in the household,
m
to write
man, and we’ll come again!” exclaimed
not only made Queen Marys
That the little ones urge on. their
was soon fast asleep.
reign mem.
mother, it
to proceed in his company ; but.the child
bia
erubl
Georgie
e,
Harper'
of
,
but
in
s
a
burst
Magazine for Angust arrives so ears
gave
of
gratitude.
Catholicism ftself a durk name
might
Now. Johnuie was not very hungry; but { honest parents
had been taught t) ¢ hate which no principie of Chris
ly that it. wil be likely to find a part of the
The gentleman only Taughed, and watch: he took
tian
July
Take moregogm, dear editor, than you would
tolera
tion asks
his bread and butter, and trotted | every false wuy.” If trade
number unread. But its attractions: will not alinvolved fraud us:to apologize for,
think rights.
on
Ww
i
ed his small customers until they passed out into the
:
4
hall, aud was soon having a and deception, he would have
So I'll say tothe
B th ones, “Kiss? and
good- down the stairs to the street.
nothing to do * The whole spirit of the poem is animated, the low. it to be unwelcome. It has several outdoor
famous ride on. papa’s cane. ‘All of a sud- with it; so, resisting
men and women talk and act like
night,”
.
xs #
the characters spapers in it; dllustrating and describing fine
every
overture, he that they
“ Now we'll go and buy
lots of nice den be spied one of the blinds of
were,
and
the
drama
moves
the
pursue
‘front
. before the scenery, pleasant. retreats, places of rest for the
avo
d his way back, and, disappointed reade
=
— The Household.
things, and
then we'll go home,” gaid
r like an actual reproduction of
door open,
that portion Weary, of sport. for the tourist, and of pleasure
and
:
footso
re,
at close of day he re-entered of England's history, 1ts
Ne———
Georgie.
prose portions are no for all parties. Longfellow's Bowdoin poem is
Seizing his papa’s old gardea hat, which his green mount
less poetic tham its measured verses
ain home.
Amy’s only reply was to take her broth- lay on the table, he
, "Jt isin: its chief poetical attraction. All the departments
put it on the back of his:
deed a product of real genius, and
Forty years have passed since then,
the smiount
will take its '} of the magazine are well sustsiued,
and
er’s hand, and they began ‘their search for head, got down the steps
place along
the best way he the Johnny of our story never turned
matter init being quitsai noticeable as its oxaside expression with the best ‘and most permanent of
_ J the ** nice things,”
could, taking his cane and bread and butter from * The way
cellence
or
s of the dramatic art.
the figures at which it is furnished.
of the just.” Daring che
Sd
N
Lh
——
bs
‘
last halfof his life he has been
TT rama
: 4" But it was a long search. Ten cents with him.
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degree responsible for this
ust, owing
to their opinidns and methods.” distr
Practical ane , andl besides showing:Theeonspuper isa
ideiablo

poem

ffom
Tennyson, we involuntarily
compare
it. with
“ Enoch Arden,” and thus
try t) estimate it?
The Laureate has written sever
al more pretentious poems since that, Thes
e later ones, however, have failed to win the
popular heart as

There's no fuir shell by the sounding sea,
No wild rose that nods on the windy lea,

»

writer thinks, is conservatism
, -or ‘the foros of
sluggistmess,” Bug he finds
that scientists ave ina
greut

By Alfred Tenny-

James R. Osgood

pp. 284,

————

ate subject discussed being the
causes of the ten .
dency amongitheologians to
distrust science and to

the previous products ef his muse:
ts by the peddler's'side.
There the Scripture~. Dante” and
Ezra the Soribe” ar
willing that the crown should two well
Johnny had quite a gay (ime assisting in public has be;en
rest. Well done, the public,
ing
both diseriminat
the sale of ribbons and laces, rings and
But'Mr,
yson ‘seems again to have come it on the part of the authors,— ; A
bronchies; and the peddler's lively compan- to his highestTeno
Historical Inlevel,as though he would
|
assure
ionship shortened the road. At length they us that the fire and geniu
s of other days were |

get the pictures ! Georgie hadn't thought of Johonie was quite pleased, and promised to
by ‘eal dood,” and ‘‘ not ky one bit
that, and he hardly knew what to say,
** Don't dress him up in his best clothes,
* I haven't got but two cents,” he said,
if he is goingto stay with

There’s no gossamer silk of tasseled corn,

No flimsiest thread of the shy wood-fern,

ar-

and
too,

wishes; and afler kissing each ono. of the

of course,gréatly disturb his papa, who was

to

pay for them ? he asked.
Money! to be sure they needed money

as

and as he was a restless little fellow his
mother had not taken him to church, for
fear he would not behave well, which would,

of pretended

uny

The farmer made no objectionto
the

Johunie was not yet quite three years old,

forgot about it,” stammered Georgie; ‘ but
I guess it won't show much in the picture

‘Phen his face assumed a look

well

haye lauch a little later to-day.”

—not very much."
:
* Perhaps not,” laughed the gentleman.

hours,

Blue as the eyes of this baby of ours..

:

trial
He
nie’s uncle says he is not going out
this therefore gave him permission to 20, hut
morning, and will take care of him ; so
you added as he bade him farewell, ** Be a good
can go,

and

maybe,

First Church.

rangement. He bad a ‘large family,
‘* Susan, you may go to church to-day, could spare his little son
; and perhaps,
if you wish,” said Mrs. Elis to her servant, he thought it wise to Jet the
Ind have a
one pleasant Sabbath morning. ** John. of the life which appeared so char
ming.

get Amy's picture,” replied Georgie,
“ She did, eh P Well, why didn’t she wash
your faces and dress you in clean clothes
before you came »”

:

A bit of fair sky so cheery and gay,
Nor the haze on the hills, in noonday

eome

Johnnie's

“lof self-righteousness,

1
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ans! How the , Disagree and

Why; it betng the third nuper, and the immedic.

casion

to

add

a pew

volume

to the Baedeker

guide-books, of which they are the Ametican
publishers. This is a “Handbook for Palestine,
and will be the work of ‘Herr Basdeker himself;
assisted by some eminent German travelers and

Orientalists, who
the country.
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was de ure Queen of the of umbrel , fans, and fire screens; Bark |
:
Longfellow to tanslate that ode at, 1 ei ghteen She
first passed died tn Tlsdate. Machh.,
is
one senior examination. The trans-| Anglo realm,in ‘fact, le Jue the ** sun | paper, which is to be painted,
rn ; in
mene;
:
to destroy | Years. He was
a solution of alum water
Mr. Orr | never sets,” She was deeply agitated at [ through
was fluent and beautiful.
sie og wu Hillsdale College, fir 1664, un col
fine filaments which are only
charmed, and eagerly inquired the | the formidable words,so fraught with bless- | the
Eraguiie
tnd

Board
There ar

1, 1870, v
iarucior

ight pe
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as it | jege in 1871. In his departure, the wife and | well su
, With Are five8
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| name of the brilliant scholar.
Henry y Wadsworthi ) Longfellow.
volthousand
;
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The
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an
was
he.
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and
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loss,
great
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side
lower
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silk
the
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Soon atter this the trustees of the college | was able to utter were these—‘‘1 ask your
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:
ious and wit the na
~ | in contact with the tissue being much more on son, the loss to the parents, since doubly | ™Hee:, Th ore.Lig als
:
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be,

met to choose a- professor
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deli High
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the character and career of men now living. | ii ¢/h hoard, said: ** Why, Mr. Lonfellow | augurated herT reign, like the
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nts
{not
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ge character—Is | pis was the turning-ppint in the life of | nor counted for multitude.”lias= been worthy
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minute events
The sequel of her reign
biography. But | nf. Longfellow. He wag appointed pro-|
essential 10 any interestin
in enterig into such details the danger is: fessor of modern languagés aud literature: of such a beginning. © Every throne in

that good taste may be violated

or propriety
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It is, -there-
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paragraphs
We ¢ take
take the following paragr
the writings 3 of George H. Calvert:

prepare | of them have been fora time overturned
years abroad, to
several
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this responsible sta- Thatof England was never 80 firmly seated, i
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that

pen

‘trembling

with

fore,

Most

since that day.

Europe has tottered

privilege 3 of

College, Awith ty : the

‘gt Bowdoin

for what he deemed

to be right,

or other information, address, D.

trust,

waiting

tor the reward
which he has gone to enjoy. He
with whom he lived
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for half a cebtury, several children and «& large
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settle the question of business life with him,
There may be exceptions to this statemeot,

VY

Heory W. Longfellow was peculiarly
fortunate in his birt 0 is father, : Stephen
:

one

‘was

dine,

of Portlan

Longfellow,

et, for
a rule, we think it’'will bold’ true.
youngLe) mah
is that the
he first condition
ne
0

abilities.

In thought,

word,

and

bearing

Le was conspicuously a gentleman, . And
in the higher moral and religions principles

gles
in.

was

Wadsworth,

General

While

He gives bis time and labor for “it,

day’ evening,

a perennial

not by rule,

areb% acting
on
i
eul
The strawberr

the suggestions.

¢rop,

bearing fruit enongh (9 pay for what they
cost. Fancy poultry is tempting, and highpriced eggs ave bouzbt, and may be a few
chickens are hatched, bat

discovered that no hen

I

in

the

end

it is

will lay two eggs; a

yin
his carrent expenses, | isJ done, but the’ honey goo
1s not abundant, an

times as much to pay

whole

hes.

He is consequently held sternly to bis, task
of industry—patient, persistent, forecasting

year after year the complaint is i
that
“this is the worst season for bees we ever

effort, breaking up all the had.” Some undertake to raise mushrooms,
tendencyto indolence and frivolity, and without knowing a mushroom when they
making him an earnest and watchful econ- see it; others,reading that ducks are sent to
omist of time. He not only learns ‘how to
and self-denying

The father, Stephen Longfellow,

but he also acquires the love for
graduated dt Harvard College, a classmate work,
and, moreover, he learns the value
work,
«of Dr, Channing.
To the pen of Dr, Chan- |

"

sighted,
We speak of

down very

;
¢ here and hereafter,” but

suddenly,

Davenport,

N.

He was taken sick Satur-

at' 6 o'clock,

with

an

attack of
: fn
pasms

was

London market

by the ton,

Zo to hatching,

while

grape-vines,

get eggs and

others

still,

by the acre, or dwarf

plant

community.
His wife and six children, the last
of whom he had the satisfaction of seeing follow
his Saviour in baptism the Sabbath before he
died, mourn not as those without hope, His
funeral was a very solemn occasion.

man’s hife is an ever-present here, an everlasting now.
The bereafter is ever turning
into here; the future is ever becoming

0"
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whose voice
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Present intuitions of genial,deep-thoughted men, even of the deepest, are, in part, a
ruit of past intuitions, culture generating

pears by

an atmosphere

whereon
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CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal Devartment, German, Didactics, Mental an
oral Science.

was perfectly

has rung out in clarion tones in the
bedges for more than thirty years
preach her fuperal discourse.
She
following words tor-the text: * I am

Miss ELLA C. HURD,

Normal classes,

Music.

Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
Board for c'ubs, either for

ladies or

gentlemen,

from $1.60 to $2.00 per week. Board in
families, including rooms, etc., from $2.50 to $3.50 per week.
For further particulars, address the Secretary,
»
Eat
C.A. FARWELL.
Pittsfield,
Me.

now ready
to bé offered.” The effect of the
death of this earnest disciple in the commumty

the largest brains

RIDGEVILLE

COLLEGE.

The Spring Term will open March 2d, 1875, and
where she lived has resulted in the ingatheri
:
:
June 10th. This. sister | Close
to Christ,
sinners and
of stout-hearted
sale Sanger Term will open June 15th, and close
the work still goes
dead yet speaketh,
being

highest

of work the

During her lust sickness, she

resigned to the will of the Master. . It. was her
request that Bro. Solomon Cole, of Lebanon,

of them

Latin,

bégins February

and | Miss LOVINA H. HAYNES,

Christian

She was u devoted

sxomplitiod Ber profession in all her relations in

our

ood;if we will’ arrest their hurtful outward

ow,
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imi wegenApr fr
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Sd Coan, Ne 1 Mo ibe” SeVicsuny, eyseepisies, Snes,
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not to | Jan.
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Wishes and desires that we

gratify,

;
:
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the thousand,
ob- | sion
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Ding nd a
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i
animals; by. | cholera morbus, in & few hours
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I
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Man is distinguished ; from

SRE | mow
ot | ctr two or threo times or porhnps: ten | JAY UCR 608 FeboRiil,
it, ho must

saving

he is thus earning and

beautiful character all that a mother can be.
In this happy family there.wore four sons
and four
danghters.
Under such influences the mind, manners
and heart of Henry W. Longfellow were

trained.

another

them,” and thousands of farmers, one after

oes not come to hina by a streak of good.
lack, as the result of a for(unale venture
in the purchase and sale of a hundred shares
of stock; it is the fruit of personal industry.

at the bar in Maine. Aodthé bar ai that
time included several men of’ the highest

Y., May 28, 1875. Bro, Miller was stricken

Sientifc. “Terms, 1
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loss 1s | .Garators,
duy ax ,p.by »,the HisFranklin
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wrong,
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oftellectual
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anyier s trump
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gothin ‘achievement implies the organizing,
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a
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practical
of
years
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everything offensive to good taste or good |
DW. ALDRICH, | Yor Catalogue, address the Secretary,
hardly be good, whether he be scientist, | und gentle Christian,
feeling. "Even to his dress and personal | ideas of life are fhayed by his own expe- | Steers to turnoil in i Spring, unless
“ Y never knew a man

appearance, ‘all about him was attractive.
In,
his deportment and manners he was
uniformly. courteous and amiable. : He was
evidently a well-bred gentleman when he
left the
paternal mansion for the univer
sity. He seemedto breath an atmosphere
i pueY 8 fs vesral element, whi
wr
right intelligence,
buoyant spirits, ‘and’

| rience, The natural effects of earning the
first thousand dolMars we hold to be very
largely benetial, They are just the qualities

secure business success in alter years; they

would seem’ inore’ simple 4han to
donstitute the practical edueation a man strawberries, and yet the majority fail,
ean have as a worker in this working erally, for the want of well prepared
world, They are gained in season for and fthe necessary cultivation, and

soon] warmth diffused a gs
of joy
that made his presence always gladsome. ”
A more accurate diseription of Henry

life's purposes, at the
when et are wanted,

leach por

aboufiihe same pge,th

a few poelic verses

and
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of language and beautyof imagery
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* suoughta in rhyme,
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ther
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and childishness of the act, he

addressed

in

a

general litera-

As'I now recall the scenes of haif a

century ago, I do not recollect
that he: man:

:
any taste for gunning or fishing or
ifested
any college sports. Still he was very difYom

his. classmate,

He was not enveloped
of mystery.

in

any

Hawthorne,

atmosphere

He was ever ready lo take

an

active part in all discussions and conversations, He was universally loved and respected and mingled with ‘his fellow-students as one of them,
Very. soon he attained the undisputed
position of the class poet.

No

one

ques-

tioned his pre-eminence in that respect,
Many of his fugitive pieces were published
and his fame was extending, Though I
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mate, his associates were only among
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sand, which being easily thrown up by the
action of the sea, rises to the top, mingles
with sea shells, floating leaves and branches, and the feathers and guano of sea

birds,

till a soil is. gradually. formed. . Seeds,
dropped perhaps by some little bird on its
winged passage across the waters, or waft
ed thither by the passing breeze, spring up,
and soon the little isle is covered with verdure, adding yet another to these beautiful
oases of the deep blue sea—another fair,
to be

peaceful Eden, soon, perhaps,
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expense he fitted up a hall for its use,

continued to worship for
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comfortable and

happy,

which he accounted far better than to continue
in the flesh. His end was quiet and peaceful.
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crossing the Atlantic to Europe. * Our only
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Drs. JonN Moses, of Wellington, died in
Harmony, Me., while on a visit at the residence
of his sister (Mrs. Locke), April 10, 1875, aged 73
years and 2 months,
At the age of 25, he sought
and found Christ as his Saviour.
He was baptized by Eld. L. Hathaway, and united with the
F. B. church of Wellington, at its organization.
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CAPT. JABEZ HOBSON died in Limington,
Me., May 6, aged 84 years and 8 months. In
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lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
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of Trustees.
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excited over the

forthcoming trial of the famous Mountain Meadow mussacre, in that territory some years ago.
John D, Lee haus turned State’s evidence, and

it being

should forbid the use of the sewing-machine to
any but adult women,
Even to them it is
doubtful whether it has, as yet, proved mere of a

Itis

societies are subject to taxation.
in republicans have nominated
The
for governor,
Harrison Laddington,of Milwaukee
George Brown, the well known Halifax oarsman, is dead.
Governer Tilden, by his Canal policy, is said
to have saved $2,000,000 to the State of New

York.
river

rose ‘15 feet

in

hours.

24

w
in court

for a whole

day

without apparent fatigue.
Chief Justice White is spending the summer at
Put-in-Bay, Ohio.
The estate of John C. Breckinridge, is found
to amount to about $40,000.
:

Myr. Bayard Taylor will pass the summer

bis, family ‘at Matapbiset.”

-

with

Stoddard will start soon for the same place.
Cardinal McCloskey sails for Europe early in
August, gomgto Rome, where he will receive
the cardinal’s hat at the hands of Pius IX.
Professor Harkness, of Brown University,
has
been elected president ot the American Philological Association.
The Indian commissioner, believes the state=
ments made by the Indian agents ought to be
satisfactory to the public, motwithstanding the

1872,

Eight hundred seventy-five
eset by a New York jury

officers refer 10

the Boston

railways.
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&

Maine and

addition

to

the

the needle;

four toes of his right foot.

Island

Grand

saw.

Asa

of

ricultural Hall, 60-meetings, attended by 720,000
people. The amount of money expended for
buildings, printing, stewards, &c., is $140,000,
Moody aud Sankey declined to receive any com-

pensation from the committee.

A despatch from Copenhagen, says a Prussian
war ship has been secretly engaged for some
days in taking soundings off and mapping the
coast of Jutland. An explanation will be de-

manded of the Berlin government,
A man of France bas been imprisoned for one
year because his dog killed a little boy.
‘Advices from the lumber limits,on the Mads
wasks River, Canada, state that millions of feet
fires,

been

destroyed

by

forest

:

The inquiey into the loss of the steamer Vicksburg has closed.
It is understood that the verdict exonerates the captain. from blame,
It is stated that the amount of coin and bullion
in the Bank of England now is the largest ever
known.
Despatches
from Washington, London
and

Berlin deny the rumors that England

and

Ger-

an endeavor to induce Spain to abandon ber
‘West
Indian possessions.
The
in England and Wales are subsiding.
A meeting was held in London, Fridiy, in
favor of raising a monument to Lord Byrov.

the co-operation

of

Lady Franklin died in London, Susiday night,
dreadful riot, instixited
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SERMONS AND MORNING SERVICES OF PRAYER
AT THE TWIN MOUNTAIN HOUSE,
DURING AUGUST, 1874.
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By HENRY WARD. BEECHER,
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Advices from various points in Nebraska
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Caleatta Cow—

HIDES

resent the wheat, oats and fruit prospects as the
finest ever known in the State.

West Virginia,

Which

turned

A corn-starch factory
at Indianapolis uses
1,000 bushels of corn per day, and makes eight
car-loads of starch per week.

winter.

rains,

and
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book up-

One huvdrel and fifteen female missionaries
have gone:to foreign lands from Mount Holyoke
Seminary, eighteen of them from the last two
graduating classes.
Applications
are
on
file
for twenty more, Cape Colony, Africa, asking for

Several of the gradu-

ates have already gone to Cape Colony, where
they have had great success in Chris'iun work.

to provide

merino

cisterns near

the house or barn, in which a large supply of
water may be stored for just such emergencies.
Stone, lime and cement, are cheap enough in
most parts of the country, and with these any
man of average skill can make a cistern that will
store all the water needed,—generally the rain
water from the roof of barns,if saved, will supply all the stock kept upon the farm.
In many
cases, the cistern is most conveniently located in
the bank, immediately back of the wall to the
barn eellar, and the water can be drawn through

a faucet at the bottom into

the

trough

stock,

8,000,000

of

native

stock,

unprecedented

success.

At

one

point, the

hours, where, a few years ago, 600 was
ered a large baul.
Silks

are

being

adulterated

with salts
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Smith College for women, ut Northampton,
Muss., was dedicatéd on Weunesday,: The prin-

¢ipal college building has Leen completed, costing nearly $70,000. President Seelye delivered
his inaugural address, in which he stuted at
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has been raised in some cases by. 800 per cent.
The silk is rendered highly inflammable, burning
like tinder if touched with flame and liable even

cattle. In other cases, the cistern could be made
in the yard, and the water be drawn by an endless chain pump.
Those who have suffered inconvenience through the past winter, are just
at this time in a good frame of mind to consider
the advantages of a cistern.
There is money in
it for the purse, and a great deal of comfort for
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The amountof lumber surveyed at Bangor,
to an upusual depth, to that the from January 1 to July 1, was 48,986 534 feet, and
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The revenue from tobacco, last year, reached
the enormous sum of $80,392,986.
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We heurd great complaint of scarcity

The great telescope of the Cirvemnmnati Obssrvatory has been reconstructed and remounted.
It
has a twelve-inch object glus+, a focal length of
17 feet, a weight
of 250) pounds, and cost—or
would cost at the present day—§6,000. The object glass was purchased by Prof, Mitchell personally, in Munich, in 1842,
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A crab eleven feet six inches long had been
captured on an island in Yeddo bay, and was
on exhibition mn Yokohama.
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the Hoosick River at certain points to give them
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The Rev. Philip Brooks, of Boston, has been
elected president of Kenyon College, Ohio, and
the trustees have voted 10 offer him a salary of
$6000 a year.
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length the purposes und scope of
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Seventy-six young men have already been admitted to the freshman class at Amherst College.
It is thought the number will reach 100 members.
Applications for admission to the medical school
of Boston University bave recently been received from England, France and Turkey.
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Pipes that had esstances, froze to the bottom.
caped injury for twenty years were frozen solid,
and many farmers have bad (0 carry water long
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fensive water, imparts a bad taste to the milk

A week in such a position will’ mcrease the su-
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cows eating onions or cabbage, or drinking of

put away for one’s own use. By an occasional
examination of the top layer, the condition may
readily be determined, and when ripening is desired, or delay is no longer safe, the specimens,
or those wantéd for immediate use, should be
taken into a warm room—for instance, the kitchen closet==but still kept in a tight drawer or box.

shape of ice,

side down, open at the end, put
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CANDLES,

other fruit jelly,

and

Que ly,
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Hens feeding ‘on fish and

Wheat
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Granuléted sugar, ¥b...

Bishop Haven declines the degree ot LL. D.
Williams College library has 20,000 volumes.
The next freshman class at Bates C)llege will
number about thirty.
»

tions how it should be read:

@ = 11}
@ 2

SUGARS,
Crushed sugar, ¥ b.....

Hens fed on clean, sound grain and kepton a
clean grass run, give much finer flavored eggs
than hens that have access to stables and eat all

eggs.

insured.

X. I. . State Normal Scho,

SEEDS.
Clover,
¥
B.yieeesais
tensiviree =ll
Tumothy seed, ¥ bush, +u.. iaaasves 260

and lastly, with the meringue, replace mn the
oven about five minutes to brown.
There is a vast difference in the flavor of eggs.

and Duchessse, it is an excellent plan

by priests, occurred to be mostly un the first floor, and the. buildings
ply two a
balf. toxics high.to avoid Rural New Yorker.
was nearly all assassinated, and two a SS aity of i bing stairs. Lo the place ofa |
brutally murdered. A portion of the Jarge boarding-house, separate cottages are to be
Vepetibles should
"idtersle brit burned - with kerosene, Troops erected in which the students may receive ‘the pots unless the latter
>
* restored order,
care and privileges of a quiet home,

“4 ;

the pudding

gazetteer it is a national standard,

macy dre co-operating with the United States in birds.

General
Wilson4 promised:
2

iu

and softened, or, as the pomologist would
¢ buttery,” when ripened in the house.

Educational.

The London Post says the Earl of Derby has
been requested to receive a deputation interested
in the Nova Scotia coal fields, for a conference
on the subject of the oppressive tariff in the United States, which is said to all but prevent the
importation of coal into that country.
Sir Edward Watkins has accepted the chairmanship of the British committee of Erie bondholders, on condition that all interested shall
support his appointment.
The following is the number of meetings held
by Moody and Saukey in Loudon during the
past four months, with the aggregate attendance :
Tn Camberwell, 60 meetings, attended by 430,000
people; in Victoria, 45 meetings, attended by
40,000 people; in the opera house, 60 meetings,
attended by 830,000 people; in Bow, 60 meetings, attended by 600,000 people; and in the Ag-

have

place

one

-8
H — o

3
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to .and butter.
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The latest advices from Newfoundland say the
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take

with

onions flavor their eggs

in many parts of the country during the

P. E. I., on Thursday, during a squall.
neighborhood

wliich

beaten,

Kinds of filthy food.

Co., Philadelpbia, Pa.

three others were drowned off Malpigue harbor,

Carolina,
Ryugoon,

8 00
and a little grated lemon peel; pour all together
is 3 4
YF uruishe di
0s.
in a buttered pudding dish, and bake half an aus
Lowell sup. 3-ply @ 1 60 (Glue.....c..u.ul " 8. 5
PETROLEUM,
hour in a quick oven.
Make a meringue of Extra Suveriie. +818
the whites of the eggs, beatingto a stiff froth, Superfing......... @ 1 20 Orude..v.ieeees
FISH.
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esssssss
19
with a table-spoonful of powdered sugar; spread Cod-largeqt.s
00
25
[Kerosene..o.es oo

Pears.

and nothing else of the kind has been published
since 1850. Itis issued by J.C. McCurdy &

Wash, of Summerside, and

fub-

Pooh
cups of Indian meal, and boil five minutes; take Cotton
Flannel. 38
10
ve
s
from the fire, and when cool, add the yolks of Prin
three eggs, well

SEEDS,

post-paid, ne delivery

85 08: ; | Ib 50°0ta ; } Tbe,25 OLS.

D, LAN DRETH se SON, Philadelphia, Pa,

Here ie a recipe for baked Indian pudding:
Scald one quart of milk; stir in one and a half

It will be of real

fortune
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benefits of gathering early and placing where the|. when watered with tepid water. To insure wins
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process will proceed slowly.
We have many ter blooming, turn the ‘pot ox its side under a
Lemous, Poors 00
000] ¥vi an
re ¥, X it" i
varieties which, if allowed to ripen on the tree, tree or shrub, and give it no attention until full; Oranges...
7008750}
Skim .veeveess
vb
have a coarse, gritty flesh, but become mellowed
Potatoes,¥ bu
then water freely with warm wafer and itiwill Raisin, Bunch—

that

have arrived at Valencia. The populace threateped to lynch some of the Carlist officers, and
the authorities embarked them: on a man-of-war
to prevent a massacre.

the

is prov-

what is termed ripening appear to be ‘more perfect if retarded than when hastened, hence, the

The Epoca reports that 100 Carlist prisoners

fisheries are improving in

of debil-

changes

would

We once saw a young man gazihg at the *ry
heavens, with a +in 1 8" and a ~~ of pistols

named Malilloa and Topica.
The representative
of the first named family was elected as the first
King,
Steinberger was chosen as prime
minister for life.

Richard

to

increase

which it bas been my

Steinberger, the United States commissioner, was

Captain

has

Out of more than a thousand varieties of pears,

a live rat through the skylight, and amid shrieks
and screams the assemblage suddenly adjourned.

through

says

use

——

were cut off;

and without replying to the ??? of my
came here with this + & ~~ of pistals,

Navigator’s

and the appalling

its

wus given

ity and certain diseases among women,

Ripening

an . 2 my existence. My case has no |
this §»
The agent for ‘‘The Centennial Gizetteer of the
cordially received. The natives adopted a con- United States” in Strafford county, is now canstitution, formed by Steinberger, making the vasing Dover. This is a valuable volume, showmonarchy elective for four years, and to alter- ing the gigantic results of the first one hundred
nate between the old families of the kings, years of the.greatest republic the. world ever
from

garments

ed to be largely due to its use.

dollars is the valupon a. man’s toe.

ever, because some invisible miscreant

FOREIGN.
letter

which

elaborate

brought into fashion, as formerly

cars to Lewiston, Me., on this line, new and ele- in the other. We endeavored to attract his atgant parlor cars are now run by these
two roads {tention
by ing toa¥ in a paper we held in our
from Boston through to Gorham, N. H., makiog i=, relating 2 a young man in that § of the
a very desirable and pleasant route to the mount- country, who had left home in a state of mental
ains without change of cars.. This is the only derangement. He dropped the + and pistols from
direct through line to the Glen House. It is, his I= EA with the ! “It is I of whom U
also, the route to Rangeley Lakes, via Bryant's read. I left home Le4 my friends knew of my
Pond and Andover, Me.
Parlor ear leaves Bos- design.
I had 80 the §F" of a girl who refused
ton for Gorham, N. H., every week-day morn- 2 lis10 2 me, but smiled beSly on another, I——ing, at 8: 80,
ed madly from the house,uttering a wild ’ 2 love,

A

more

No businessof importance was transacted, how-

safe-

A new route to the White Mountains has been
Trunk

in a family to the

be sued for $20,000 damages, nnd a jury gave
a verdict of $3,600 recently.
The women of Colorado town got up a suffrage
meeting the other day, no man being admitted.

guards oyer the public money.
organized by

as

An aristocratic
New Yorker, on being request- | cultivate and handle in my time, I have yet to
ed by a rich and vulgar young fellow for permis- find one which was not better: in quality when
sion to marry “ one of hig girls,” gave this rath- ripencd off the tree than on it. The chemical
er crushing reply: “ Certainly; which
you prefer, the housemaid or the cook #”

persons higher in authority than agents.
Treasurer New
is placing additional

average, quite

much time is now devoted

ed, making six in all.
A California lemon, weighing fourteen ounces,
was received at Ithaca, N. Y., the other day.

Mr. ‘and Mrs. R. H.

statements madeby the army

curse than a blessing. - On an

United

to mot less than 60,000 womep, exclusive of those
engaged in domestic service.
There are ¥boat 4,000 public schools in Japan.
In 1874 four new normal schools were establish-

Reverdy Johnson, who is in his 81st year, astonished the Baltimore bar last week by standing

and arguing a case

that the bridges of the

delicate

TURNIP

¥ gal,.... ae

We find the following in the Boston ‘‘ Cultivaconven,” *
28 @.. 33
tor:” A quart of milk of average good quality, Java ¥ B,....
wine measure, at a temperature of 70 degrees, St. Domingio-+«19 8.» 20
.
8: 3
Fahrenheit, weighs, according to the late Gail Bi
Berden, who made a number of careful experi- Ordin 3 A
°.. 18
nar
Bein
ments with accurate measures and deliberate
Mid,
to
gd
wid,
ir
\7
scules used as standards by the Uaited States Low Middling. 15§8...15
government, 21bs. 2 1-4 og+.; a gallon therefore
DOMESTICS.
Sheetings and Shirtings—
weighs 8Ibs. 9 ozs,
Heavy uid 10{@.. 11

benefit only when garments can be made by it
with steam power, of a quality and finish which
Strauss composed his first waltz when seven
will supersede its use in the family altogether.
years old, his father boxing
his ears for fooling
away his time.
.| Until then, this * benignant domestic fairy,” as
“ Where do people go who deceive their fel- it is poetically called, is one to be handled with
At
low men?’ asked a Sunday school teacher of u caution; it has, too, its malignant errand.
least, let young girls keep clear of it; and give
pupil, *‘ To Europe,” was the prompt replys
Probably the wealthiest journalist in. America their leisure time to higher studies than the mysis Mr. A. 8. Abell, of the Baltimore Sun, whose teries of stylish costumes, and they will not long
propey is-estimated at from $7, 000,000 to $10,
remain *¢ ignorant’ of the kad taste shown in
heaping shirrs and frills on their delicate young
‘A Philadelphia paper says that severing toa
bodies,or in this * unseemly behavior” which no
careful estimate that city furnishes employment
guady costumes can excuse,— Scribner,

property belonging to benevolent

- Last week, the Ohio

metal,

souri State treusury has been defrauded of $1,
000,000.
The Great Eastern has been chartered to run
between Liverpool and Philadelphia during the
centennial.

ton, fell dead at nine o’clock, Monday morning,
-at his place of business.
The Supreme Court, of Ohio, hus decided that
and

reported

valuable

By méans of spurious war certificates, the Mis-

body

D. M. Mayhew, who kept a restaurant, in Bos-

all money

most

States built since the war have cost $160,000,000.

.Saco river, near the covered bridge at Saco, Me.,
Matilda Currier, six years old, fell twenly feet

was recovered.

$62,

worth more than eight times as much as gold.
Japan has coins of so small value that it takes
a thousand of them to make a dollar,

is the

most

Rice,

New Orleans, new, ¥ gal.

If cold asparagus is cut up very fine and put
into a ssuce pan containing four or five well
beaten eggs, a little salt cream and flour, and

and changes.
But, leaving the moral view out
of the question, there are physical reasons which

Idium

many of the high Mormon personages.
~ On Monday, while soge little girls were playing blind man’s bluffon a high platform over the

The

was

statue of Christopher Columbus in Paris.

plenty of witnesses are said to be on hand to corstatement, which will convict
roborate Lee’s

into the water and was drowned.

is

the

into paste with
take out grease

known how many of those beautiful dresses were stirred till it thickens, it will make a very nice
Pour
cut ont and made on the machine by the wear dish, Pepper ean be added if desired.
“
ers, Innocence and ignorance are the true apol- upon toasted bread.
ogies for their unseemly behavior.”
She lay
Gen. E. Waring, Jr., the well known agri
her finger on the main-spring of all the trouble cultural writer, says, as the result of many exWhat but vanity and grossly vulgar subservience periments that there is neither gain nor loss of
to fashion
co¥ld induce any mother to devote her quantity of cream resulting from the deep setchild’s leisure hours to the construction of elab- ting of milk. He adds that the advantage in uniorate costumes, marvels of shirring, knife-plait- formity ot product, improvement of quality and
ings, &c., &c,? The real martyrs to fashion . are, saving of labor, secured by the deep-can system,
after all, the shabby gehtecl, whose souls and constitute advantages which no unprejudiced
bodies are worn out in toiling after her whims man can disregard.

000,000.
A Schenectady justice lately decided thata
verbal contract requires a stamp.
A Mexican millionaire has erected a colossal

of 240,000 bushels.
Beaver, Utah, is considerably

York city

injuring

Porto

3 fe
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contracts for the delivery of wheat to the amount

‘without

........130 00 @ 110 go
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kee, failed on Wednesday, being unable to fulfill

spots
ric.

the bold, eyen immodest, con-

nut and Beacon streets,” remarks that * the censure probably would not be so severe ilit were

‘What is that of which some will be left even
when you have taken the whole? The word
wholesome.

Millwau-

of

in a

duct of *“ beautifully dressed young girls, who,
out of school hours, parade Fifth Avenue, Chest-

lost in newspaper enterprises.

of the

strictures

Ay ordinary sizes

8

Mr. Hocum Hosford,of Lowell, Mass. bas been

the last year, at least $8,000,000

Common wheat fl ur, made
cold water, applied dry, will

-

dy

-
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replying to some

daily paper upon

Because it is

ings without legs.”

$1,348,000

Bell and Martin, grain merchants

loaf?

Lard should be kept hard and white; and that
which is taken {rum a hog over a year old is the
best,

Machi.
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The value of the buildings
the year is
hd in the burnt district durwmg

superintendent
elected by the directors
Boston, Lowell & Nashua Railrofid.

will cost $2,-

The re-fitted Tennessee is said to be the fastest
war vessel in the world.
An Irish boy, when asked the eating of} the
word nothing, replied: “ A pair of foofless stock-

last yeur,
of e
go fir
a

er

“ A Mother,”

Why is the sun like a good
light when it rises. ~

Chica-

‘Wednesday was the anniversary of the

Cota e of Sewing

500,000.

without rehandling the fruit.
a guin
The population of Rhode Island is 258,

of over 41,000 in the last five years,

en-

The plainest woman iu the world may be pass.

ing fare—in a car,
The new City Hall at Baltimore

day,
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A society question—Does
tertain? 4
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,which is to leave Dover, Deltrain
The peach
in the
aware, for Boston daily about six o’clock
two or
afternoon, will arrive in Boston about
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